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PREFACE
The purpose, ©f this thesis is t© illustrate and
evaluate in a qualitative fashion the survival motives
which influence marketing behavior within a nonprofit
marketing system9 10e. ,■ the United States Army Commissary
store ©peration— ©kinawao

Underlying this aim is the

intent to contribute to the development of marketing
theory through empirical study of human and social aspects
of individuals and of groups engaged in marketing activityo
Initially the author was encouraged to investigate
the behavior of marketing systems by contemporary theories
posed in the writings of Michael Ha Halbert and Wroe
Alderson<,^

This investigation led to a consideration of

Alderson1s discussion of organized behavior systems and
their relevance to understanding marketing behavior.
Of particular interest was Wroe Alderson8s
discussion of survival as a motivational aspect of market
ing behavior®

This concern developed by relating Alderson8s

concepts to this author8s experiences and observations as a
United States Army Sommissary Officer.

As a Government

controlledp nonprofit marketing system, survival motives

^Reavis Sox, Wroe Alderson and Stanley J. Shapiro
(eds.), Theory in' Marketing (Homewood, Illinois: Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 19641o
.

iii

iv
within the eommissary organization were presumed to be weak0
If this were the ease, the author was eoneerned with the
nature of survival motives within the system and their
possible impact on the performance of marketing activity«
4 basic assumption underlying this thesis is that
marketing theory may be advanced through the employment of
empirical studies to, explain marketing behavior in particular
and possibly marketing phenomena in.general0 Accordingly, it
is believed that an investigation of the survival aspects of
behavior as existed in a military marketing system will
yield useful insights and considerations for the marketing
manager and theorist«,
Finally, the author would like to express his
appreciation to Dr. William G» Davis, Dr0 Bex V» Gall, and
DPo Gary Hunsinger of the Marketing Department, University
of Arizona,,

They have given valuable guidance and a great

deal of time and effort to make this thesis possibles

Tucson, Arizona
July IS, 1966

Robert S. Hartman
University of Arizona
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ABSOJRACT

Survival motives which existed, in the marketing
operations of United. States Army Commissary Stores on
©kinawa appeared, to he relatively weako

This is attributed

prineipally to (1) the absence of free market conditions
whereby the system did not have to compete to ensure its
survival and, (2) the apparent weakness of survival as a
primary concern among commissary employees0
As a nonprofit organized behavior system, the
commissary did not appear to operate as though it had a
goal of survival =, Essentially, the individual members
could realize their personal goals without concern for
the survival of the systems
The weakness of commissary survival motives had
both favorable and unfavorable affects on the organization* s
marketing behavior0 For the most part, however, the absence
of competitive forces appeared to enhance the possibility of
ineffective and complacent marketing effort«,

ix

©HflPEBR I
IMTRQDUCTIOM
The primary purpose of this thesis is to illustrate
and. evaluate survival motives within a nonprofit marketing
behavior system:

speGifieally, the United States Army

Uomaissary Store Operation on Okinawa« Underlying this
aim is the intent to contribute to the development of
marketing theory through Empirical study of the human and
social aspects of individuals and groups engaged in market
ing activity0
Hypothesis
Consistent with the aim of this thesis it was
hypothesized that: as a Government controlled, nonprofit
marketing system, survival motives within the commissary
organization were weako

If this were the case, the author

was concerned with the nature of survival motives within
the system and their possible impact on the performance of
marketing activity,
Specific Objectives
To support the hypothesis and satisfy the purpose of
\

this study5, several specific objectives were established:

1

lo

To describe survival motives which existed
in the marketing operations of United States
Army Commissary Stores on Okinawae

2o

To evaluate the relative weakness and strength
of commissary survival motives in terms of
their possible impact on the performance of
commissary marketing activities.

3.

To provide some additional insights and
considerations for the marketing manager and
theorist pertaining to the possible affects
of survival motives on the behavior of a
marketing system.

MCKGSOUHD OF STUDY

Contemporary marketing theory recognizes the
increasing conceptual importance of understanding organized
behavior systems in developing a dynamic perspective of the
marketing function.

In Dynamic Marketing Behavior, Wroe

Alderson states that;
A complete definition of an organized
behavior system draws on all of the
primitive terms—-namely, sets^ behavior
and expectationso A system is a set of
interacting elements. A behavior system
is a set of interacting elements in which
the interactions take the form of human
behavior. In an organized behavior
system the organizing element is the
expectations of the members that they as
members of the system will achieve a
surplus beyond what they could attain
through individual and independent action.
Among the elementry organized behavior
systems are households and firms.2

%roe Alderson, Dynamic Marketing Behavior (Homewood,
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Ine.j, 196$)), p. 25°

In general, the marketing theorist is primarily
interested in problems pertaining to the marketing aspects
of behavior and normally is concerned only with the be
havior of a system as it may become involved in a marketing
problemo

Since organized behavior systems carry out the

marketing functions in moving merchandise into the hands of
a society, marketing theory is necessarily concerned with
the structure and nature of these systems„^ Mderson
suggests that "the internal structure and operation of a
system has a vital bearing on such external functions as
marketing.
Taiue of a ,Behavioral Approach
Marketing managers and theorists are becoming in
creasingly interested in the interaction of human elements
within marketing systemse For the most part the behavioral
views expressed by authors Wroe Alderson, Michael Halbert,
William Laser, and Eugene Kelley— to name only a few— require
that marketing theory take into account the human and social
aspects of individuals and of groups engaged in marketing
5
actionso. The relative importance of investigating the
^Ibido, pp0 24, 304o
^Tbido The external function of marketing refers to
the network of external relations among marketing behavior
systems,
^ibido, ppo 300-20$ and Michael Halbert, The Meaning
and Sources of Marketing Theory (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Opo , 196515.ppo.23^2? and William Lazer and Eugene Kelley,
Interdisciplinary Contributions to. Marketing Management
(East Lansings Michigan State University, 19591V
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people and the social groups that perform marketing activ
ities has been emphasized by Halbert in his discussion of
the requirements for theory in marketing= Briefly, he
states that;
,Although the *economic man’ (or woman) described
for us by the classical economists forms only a
part of any adequate marketing description of real
people, it is an essential parto. The complex and
perhaps confusing picture of the customer drawn
for us by the behavioral sciences seems more like
the kind of human beings we meet every day than
does the rather pallid utility maximizer of the
economistSo =oNo longer is the housewife/consumer
or the vice president of marketing allowed the
refuge of ’human nature5o If we are to develop
an adequate science of marketing we must investi
gate the people and the social groups that perform
marketing actions with the same scientific care
and conceptual honesty with which other scientists
investigate the phenomena of interest to thems°
Halbert further suggests that while contributions from the
behavioral sciences such as anthropology, psychology, and
sociology etCo, are extremely useful, their major contribu
tion to marketing theory is that of opening up new frontiers
for research rather than contributing any specific set of
techniques or directly useable ideas. 7 He does however,
indicate three major ideas or concepts from the social and
behavioral sciences which should be considered by the market
ing manager and theorist.

These ideas are briefly summarized

as follows:..
; ^Halbert, The Meaning and Sources of Marketing Theory,
Oipo OIL% o
. 7Ibid.

'

1.

There is no simple route to the explanation or
nnherstanding of human behavior,

2S Seientifie research methods must be turned
inward as well as outward„ We must study
marketing operators and marketing scientists
and their behavior, assumptions and attitudes
'as carefully, as rigorously, and as dis
passionately as we study any other aspect of
the marketing system«
3o

The third contribution from behavioral science
lies in its development of concepts and
techniques for the study of real, ongoing
systems involving people in their normal inter
active environmento°
Accordingly, the behavioral systems approach to

exposing the human and social aspects of the individuals
and groups which perform marketing activity suggests an
essential and rewarding challenge for both the theorist
and operating personnel.

Marketing management may be re

warded by an increased understanding of the dynamics of
marketing, as well as by added profits to the firm.

Intens

ified interest in discovering individual and group relation
ships appears to be a satisfactory approach to the follow
ing problem as cited by authors Learned, Ulrich and Booz in
lixeeutive Action;
Although executives are generally.concerned
about a great many questions which in one way or
another involve their relations with other people,
their primary concern is not with these human
relations but with operating pressures, Questions

6
about human factors tend to fall Into the background
of executives’ attention* Doing their utmost to
keep abreast of operating problems, they often feel
that there is scant margin of time and energy to
deal with these operating problems in ways, that
will meet the human needs involved* Often, indeed,
they become aware of the. human factors only to the
extent that these seem to interfere with the more
immediate issues of getting the work.out, meeting
competition, and making a profit
Survival Motives and Marketing Behavior
The marketing theorist is necessarily concerned with
the motivational aspects of marketing behavior by recogni
tion of individual goals and alternative means for achieving
these goals*

In general, an individual’s pattern of beP

havior is influenced by the systems to which he belongs and
the goals he seeks to attain within these s y s t e m s , j n bis
discussion of marketing systemics Alderson amplifies the
need for understanding and investigating the motivational
aspects of marketing behavior*

He states that:

,,.there is doubtful validity on any scientific
grounds for the sweeping assumptions concerning
profit maximization by a firm. Has a sufficiently
large sample of business executives declared this
to be their objective? If so, can this introspect
ive report on their motivations be accepted at face
va!ue?il. . .
%*PoLearned, DaEVHlrich and D*B*Bo©z, Executive
Action (%ndover, Massachusetts: The Andover Press, Ltd*, 1951),
pp* 11-12!* :
10

Alderson, on, cit*, n* 14*,

11Ibid*

i.lderson1s discussion of survival as a motivational
aspect of marketing behavior was of particular interest and
led to the purpose of this thesis.

12

This concern developed

by relating J,ldersonss concepts to this author's experiences
and observations as a United States Army Commissary Officer.
In general, Alderson proposed that "an organized
behavior system operates as if it had a goal of survival...
more studies are needed to show how survival motives affect
the behavior of the system and whether there are types of
13
systems in which survival motives are relatively weak"=
A basic assumption underlying this thesis is that
marketing theory may be advanced through the employment of
empirical studies to explain marketing behavior in par
ticular and possibly marketing phenomena in general.
Accordingly, it is believed that an investigation of the
survival aspects of behavior as existed in a military
marketing system will yield useful insights and considera
tions for the marketing theorist and manager.
SCOPE AND METHOD
The material presented in this thesis is descriptive
by nature.

Both primary and secondary data have been util

ized to illustrate and evaluate survival motives within the
12Ibid.. pp. 301-321o
^ Ihldo, p. 348.

eomissary store operations on O k i n a w a I n general, the
research design regained the employment of an observational
approach in collecting primary data*

The observations were

personal rather than mechanical0 They have been derived
principally from the author’s experiences and associations
as Commissary Officer, United States Army Ryukyu Islands,
Okinawa, March 1964 through September 1965»

Illustrations

and analysis have been limited to this particular operation
during the time span indieatedo

In addition, it should be

mentioned that the author has considered the views and
opinions of qualified Army personnel while evaluating the
data assembled in this study0
The research purpose and design were established
shortly after the author’s tour of duty on Okinawa. •Accord
ingly, it is believed that an ’’after the fact” investigation
of commissary survival motives possibly provided both
advantages and disadvantages for the assembly of accurate
informatione A principal disadvantage stems from the
necessity for unstructured observation,"*"'’which in this case
required the recording of data from memory<> In general, an
unstructured approach to observing human behavior lends
^Henceforth the term ’’commissary” will be used to
refer to the United States Army Commissary Store=
*^For a discussion of unstructured observations see
Harper Wo Boyd, Jro-, and Ralph Westfall, Marketing Research
(Homewood, Illinoisi Richard Do Irwin, Inc0;) 196471 ' ™
pp o 182—183o

9
itself to subjective errors in both the actual observation
and recording,^

The purpose.in mentioning these dis

advantages is merely to point out the author’s awareness
of their possible affects on the research.findings; that is,
rather than to attempt any assessment of the particular
amount of error they may have contributed to the study»
.It is believed that the method had two possible
advantages by (1) observing a natural rather than an arti
ficial situation and, (2) the observed being unaware of the
observation itself

©bservations of natural situations

generally are desirable since they tend to give a descrip
tion of events as they normally take place*

Similarly, when

the subject is not aware that he is being observed his
actions are not biased by the observation*

Accordingly,

the employment of these techniques may have enhanced the
overall accuracy of research findings*
The research design also required an investigation
and development of Wroe JLlderson’s survival concept which
has been employed as a framework for the investigation of
commissary survival motives*

19 Secondary data has been

utilized to,(1) provide an understanding of the marketing
l6Ibid,o
17lbid*
^% b i d *
l%lderson, op * cit ** pp * 301-321*

10
■behavioral system's eoneern for survival, (2) describe the
commissary organization on Okinawa as a nonprofit marketing
behavioral system, and (3) illustrate and evaluate commissary
survival motives0
.LIMITS 01 THE STUDY
It should be understood that essentially United
States Army Commissaries operate throughout the world under
common policy and procedure*

While specified operating pro

cedures vary somewhat between oversea and United States
commissaries, this variation is not relevant to the value
of research findings*

In evaluating a particular operation,

however, there may be considerable risk in attempting to
generalize marketing behavior for the system as a whole*

The

actions of each organization to control unique situations
may depend substantially on the different motives and abili
ties of local management * As Alvar gibing suggests:
When considering the motives of businessmen,
one must be aware of the influence of the business
situation* At the same time, it is a dangerous
generalization to assume that any two situations
are ever the same or that any two individual
businessmen will perceive the same situation the
same way on two different o c c a s i o n s *20
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that any attempt
to.explain.commissary marketing actions in terms of a single
20Alvar '6* Elbing, "Perception, Motivation, and
Business Behavior", in Joseph.tf* McGuire (edo}, Inter
disciplinary Studies in Business- Behavior (Cincinnati, Ohios
South-Western Publishing Co*, 19621, pp* 160-161*

motive such as survival3 would be an Unwarranted over
simplification of the organization’s behavior0 Never
theless, it is believed that the investigation of a single
motive provides a valuable approach to understanding
organized behavior systemse
Finally, it should be noted that motivational:
studies do not provide an all-encompassing view of
marketing behavior which would be applicable to all
situationso

21

George Katona suggests however, that

’’the proximate aim of scientific research is a body of
empirically validated generalizations and not a theory
22

that is validated under any and all circumstances”0

Accordingly, it is believed that an explanation of commis
sary survival motives under given circumstances will offer
possible insights into marketing behavior<>
ORGANIZATION OF THESIS
The text material is composed of five chapters,
including the introduction.
Ohapter U

deals with the concept of survival and

the marketing behavior system.

The discussion is first

devoted to a description of marketing systems as organized
behavioral systems.

Secondly, the concept of ecology is

21Ibid.
22George Katona, Psychological Analysis of Feonomio
Behavior (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1951}s
p. 194.
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introduced to visualize the marketing organization in
relation to its environmente The final portion of the chap
ter contains a discussion of survival as a goal of market
ing organizationso

The essential points of Wroe Alderson’s

•survival concept are restated to provide the reader with an
understanding of the conceptual framework of this study*^^
;

Chapter 111 contains a description of the commissary

structure as a nonprofit marketing behavior systemo

The

discussion deals with the commissary''s organizational
characteristics, its marketing environment, and its mix of
marketing activities; namely, product, price, promotion and
physical,distribution activities«
Chapter IT reveals the findings of the investigation
and evaluation of survival motives within the commissary
organization..

Survival motives.are presented and analyzed

as internal and environmental survival challenges to employee
membership with the commissary0 The various survival chal
lenges are evaluated in terms of their possible affects on
the performance of commissary marketing activity0 Final
discussion deals with i,lderson8s falsifiable proposition
that an organized behavior system operates as if it had a
goal of survival„
2:%lderson, op. eit0, pp. 301-321.
^Alderson, op. oit., p. 34#°

Chapter V contains a summary of findings, conclusions
and recommendations based on the author's analysis of the
data assembled in this study0

empTER ix
SCJRYIVAL CONCEPT AND THE EASK1TING- HEBAVIOR SYSTEMt
The relevance of a system approach for investigat
ing the survival motives of marketing behavior has been
briefly discussed in Chapter I„

The purpbse of this chapter

is to provide the reader with an understanding of the sur
vival concept as related to the marketing behavior system0
The intent here, and in the following chapter, is to
establish a conceptual foundation for investigation and
analysis of survival motives in Chapter IV„
Attention is first focused on the general nature
of marketing systems, their elements, and their characteris
tics as organized behavior systemsa Secondly, the concept of
ecology is introduced to perceive the marketing system in
relation to its environment6 The discussion next moves to
a consideration of the survival concept and its relative
implications for systemic behavior» Finally, attention is
directed toward consideration of survival as a goal of
marketing systems<,

14
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MARKETING STSTMS
The Matmre of Marketing Systems
In a general sense a system may be said to be any
25
set of Interacting or interrelated elements or components. y
A few types of systems are suggested in the following
statement by i,v Kuhn;
locomotivesj tracks, ears, switches and signals
are parts of a railroad system. Missiles, launching
pads, tracking devices, computers, and control de
vices are components of a missile system. . . and
so on. °
Components such as computers and tracking devices are also
subsystems in that they are further composed of interrelated
parts.

In this respect marketing may be visualized as a

subsystem of the overall economic system.

Accordingly, the

various elements of marketing such as the firm, the trade
channel and the consumer market, are subsystems of the
marketing system.

In view of the limited scope of this

thesis emphasis is placed here on the nature of the market
ing firm as an organized behavior system.
Elements of the Marketing System.—-In as much as
systems are a composite of interrelated elements, marketing
systems are logically differentiated from.other, systems by
the unique components of marketing activity.

William Lazer

2%roe Alder son, op. eit., p. 25 and A. Kuhn, The
Study of Society (Homewood, Illinois; Eichard B» Irwin, Inc.,
and The Dorsey Press, Inc., 1963], p. 38.
2%uhn, The Study of Society, op. oit.
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and. Eugene Kelley suggest that in viewing marketing systems
the following elements should be considered <,
I®

A set of functionally interdependent marketing
relationships among people and institutions in
the system— manufacturers, wholesalers8 retailers,
facilitating agencies, and consumers.

2.; Interaction between individuals and firms necessary
to maintain relationships, including adjustment to
change, innovation, cooperation, competition,
linkages and blockages.
'
3'o The establishment of objectives, goals, targets,
beliefs, symbols, and sentiments which evolve
from and reinforce the interaction. This results
in determining realistic marketing objectives
and instituting favorable programs, images,
attitudes, opinions, and practices.
4.

A consumer-oriented environment within which
interactions take place subject to the constraints
of a competitive market economy, a recognized
legal and socio-economic climate, and the
accepted relationships and practices of market
ing •functionaries.

5.

Technology of marketing including communications
media, credit facilities, standardization and
grading techniques, marketing research, and
physical distribution techniques. 7
This set of five elements reveals some general re

quirements for marketing systems.

Inherent in this view is

the need for the interactions of interdependent and
functionally related marketing components.

In addition one

can visualize the significance of goals, the consumer, and
marketing technology as factors influencing the integration
of marketing effort„
Inzer and E. Kelley, ?,The Systems Approach to
in W. Lazer and E. Kelley.(eds.), Managerial
_____
Perspectives and Viewpoints..(Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1962), pp. 192-193°

17
Xn partiexilar these basic elements are applicable
to the operations of marketing organizations such as manu
facturing g wholesale, and retail establishments®

its sub

systems of marketing in general, these activities are con
cerned with the organization and integration of the basic
functional components of marketing in a manner which will
best achieve their independent and interdependent object
ives.

Stafford Beer suggests that it is the organizing

element which identifies the system.

He states that,

a system is any collection of entities that
can be understood as forming a coherent group.
The fact of their being understood as a coherent
group is precisely what differentiates a system
from a meaningless collection or jumble of
parts and pieces. . . 8
More specifically, it is the manner^in which the
basic functional elements of marketing are combined which
distinguishes particular types of marketing systems i.e.,
manufacturers, wholesalers, or retailers.

Accordingly,

the operations of a marketing organization revolve about
the systematic balance of marketing activity which is
frequently referred to as the marketing mix.

Although

the marketing mix is discussed in the following chapter,
it should be mentioned that in a broad sense, the mix
encompasses the basic marketing activities {product,
2%tafford Beer, "What.Has Cybernetics to do with
Operations {Research?", Operations Research Quarterly, Vol.10,
Ho. 1 (March, 1959)*'.p. 3^ I n this context, manner refers to the mix, balance,
or combining of functions.
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price, place, and promotion)-^whieh pervade the marketing
system, and which must be performed by marketing organiza
tions in moving products from the manufacturer to the
ultimate consumer®
In short, the marketing firm may be envisioned as a
system embodying an orderly synthesis of marketing functions®
Marketing Organizations as Behavior Systems®
Essentially, marketing activities are accomplished through
the organized efforts of people®

Marketing organizations

therefore, are essentially behavioral systems in that the
integration of functional elements takes the form of human
interaction or behavior®-^
Edgar Sehein describes an organization as nthe
rational coordination of the activities of a number of
people for the achievement of some common explicit purpose
through division of labor and a hierarchy of authority"®^
i,s a behavior system, a marketing organization thus reflects
;
lerome McCarthy, Basic Marketing, A Managerial
Approach, (Homewood, Illinois; Richard D® Irwin, Inc®, 1964),
p® 38®^Alderson, op® cit ®
^^Edgar H® Schein, Organ!zational Psychology,
(Englewood Cliffs, Hew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc®, 1965),
p® 88®.

a complex and., dynamic pattern of activity and human
relations<,33 j0r the most part this may be attributed
to the intricate and ever changing attitudes and prac
tices of people®

Joseph Idtt'erer suggests the complexity

of the organization by stating that "neither the causes
nor the effects of individual behavior in organizations
are readily observed or easily understood"„3^

The dynamic

elements which are required for the integration of human
activity within a marketing organization are summarized by
Erie Bovet.®

He suggests that human integration implies

harmonys serenity* productivity* equilibrium* the right
balance of emphasis in the expenditure of energy* and co
ordinated action=35 Accordingly it can be seen that the
balance of marketing activity or functions is affected by
the elements of individual and group integration in ob
serving the complex systems criteria of the marketing
organization =
33Herbert A= Simon, Administrative Behavior (New York:
The Macmillan Company, .1948}, p= X\TI and Martin E® Bell,
Marketing Ooncepts and Strategy (Halo Alto, California:
Houghton Miff linCoipanyTTrgmT, p® 58=
3^Joseph A= Litterer, The Analysis of Organizations
(New York; John Wiley and. Sons, Inc =,198577 P° 21=
“~
. 3$Erie D® Bovet„ The Dynamics of Business Motivation
(Washington, D=C=: Spartan Books, 1963)9 p® 20=
”
3^Chri8 Argyris et al=, Social Science Approaches to
Business Behavior (Homewood, Illinois: The Dorsey Press, Xne =,
and Richard D= Irwin, Inc =, 1962}, p= 60®
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It shoiald, be mentioned that individuals and groups
represent just a few of the multiplicity of systems within
the marketing organization,Accordingly, these individ3£>
uals and groups are related by various systems of power
39
and communication, systems of inputs and outputs, and
systems of internal and external adjustments,^

In addi

tion, the individual elements of these systems may serve in
a number of systems,^

A person, therefore, can be a member

of both formal and informal groups as well as a member of
separate organizations => The point here is that a variation
in any one system, or a part of it, can and probably does
have some influence on the other systems,

Litterer suggests

that "in one way we might think of systems models as being
similar to a bowl of gelatin.

Touching one portion brings

about some.response in all other portions*1,^2 This would
•^Litterer, op, cit,, p, 151
3 % !or a detailed discussion of the elements of power
systems see Chris Argyris, op, cit,, pp, 34-50, 93-97, and
163-183,
^%he influence of communication is discussed by John
A, Howard, Marketing Theory (Boston: A-llyn and Bacon, 1963},
PP, 35-42,
^%roe Alderson, Marketing Behavior and Executive
Action (Homewood, Illinois: Bichard D» Irwin, Inc,, 1957),
pp, 35-97,
^Litterer, op, cit,
42lbid,t p, 152,

\
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suggest that an Imbalance of one functional element of
marketing may well cause an imbalance in all of the other
functional elements= Furthermore9 disequilibrium could
conceivably result from any disturbed individual or group
system within the organization0
The interdependent relationship between the in
dividual and the organization now becomes obvious— each
influences the behavior of the other» Argyris suggests
that this interdependent relationship "implies that the
integration of individual needs and organizational demands
not only is possible but is necessary if each is to survive
and develop, , ,that one cannot have optimum amounts of one
without optimum amounts of the other"

The integration

of individual and organizational needs is revealed in part
by the existence of formal and informal groups.
In general marketing firms have a hierarchy of
formal and informal organization,^

The formal elements of

the organization normally have stated interrelations which
indicate the arrangement and characteristics of marketing
functions or activities— just as the tables of distribution
and organization of a military organization reveal something
^%rgyris, op, cit*, p, 60,
44por a detailed discussion of formal and informal
organizations, and the affects Of the formal on the informal,
see,Joseph A, bitterer, Organizations: Structure and
Behavior (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc,, 1963),
pp..41-273*
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about the chain of command., the power structure, and some
of the functions of particular members and

s u b g r o u p s * ^

The various types of organizational arrangements are too
numerous for discussion here0

The chart in Figure 2«1

has been selected as a branch organization of a retail food
operation which bears some resemblance to the retail opera
tions of an Army commissary storea The purpose of the chart
is to illustrate the functional arrangement of formal organ
ization as discussed in the preceding paragraph*

One can

observe here that the various formal relationships are
established by the organization’s particular division of
marketing activityo
Generally, within this hierarchy of formal organ
ization informal relationships exist and develop*
Informal groups are generally established by choice
of association among individual members*

It should also be

noted that the Informal relationships are not set forth by
organizational dictates, and therefore, are subject to the
changing aspirations of the individual memberse In other
words, the informal structure does not necessarily exactly
coincide with the formal structure of an organization*
While the arrangement of informal groups is subject to
45|fa To Tucker, The Social Context of Economic
Behavior (Eew York: Holt, Binehart and Winston, Inc*, 1964),
Po 97 =
^Various specific organizational.arrangements are
discussed by F a F* Mauser in Modern Marketing Management,
An Integrated Approach {Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc*, 1961}, pp* 306-330*
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Figure 2.1. A Kroger Branch Organization. Source: Ferdinand F. Mauser, Modern
Marketing Management, An Integrated Approach (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., 1961), p. 237.

GGmtiiamoma variation, am attempt to illustrate the temdemey
of these groups to form is made in Figure 2.2*

This ehart

illustrates the possibility of elosely knit groups (indi
cated by the triangle}, in which a superior is a member of
the group below him, and a member of the group formed by
the people at his level, and the person above him.

In this

sense the superior becomes the ^linking pin" between groups,
As Tucker suggests, "the formal organization is structured
to conform to certain functional demands of the firm.

The

informal organization is structured to satisfy some of the
wants of the individuals and groups who man the institution",^
The fact that the individual and the organization are inter
dependent ly linked is brought out in a further comment by
Tucker,

He says that "It is far too easy to imagine that the

demands of the firm and these wants of Individuals that are
reflected in the informal organization are conflicting— in
large measure they are corollary or mutually supporting,
Herbert Simon suggests that "It probably would be fair to
say that no formal organization will operate effectively
^ Bensis Hikert, "J, Motivational Approach to a Modified
Theory of Organization and Management" in Mason Halre (ed,},
Modern Organization Theory (Hew York: John Wiley and Sons,
Ihe,,1959], p*X93®
4$ Tucker, op, eit,
^

Tucker, Ibid,, p, 98,
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without an accompanying informal organization” .

The inte

gration of individual behavior and organizational activities
is revealed in a considerable number of writings— Whyte’s
study of roles and interactions,^ Bakke1s concept of the
fusion process,^2 Simon’s concepts of authority and influence,
and Argyris’s concern with the conflicts between the individ
ual and the organization,54 represent just a few.

The point

is that marketing organizations, as behavior systems, should
be viewed as encompassing the activities of individuals and
groups to fulfill their particular needs as well as the
intended activities of the formal organization.^5
Summary.-- The discussion thus far has been centered
on the nature of marketing organizations as behavioral
systems.

Consideration has been given to (1) the general

5^Herbert A. Simon, Administrative Behavior (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1961), p. 148.

5%, F. Whyte, Man and Organization: Three Problems
in Human Relations in Industry (Homewood, Illinois: Richard
6, Irwin, Inc., 1959).
W. Bakke, Bonds of Organization (New York:
Harper & Bros., 1950).
^Simon, Administrative Behavior, 1948, op. cit.,
pp. 123-153.
54c hr is Argyris, ’’The Individual and Organization:

Some Problems of Mutual Adjustment,” in Administrative
Science Quarterly (June, 1957).
^^Argyris et al., Social Science Approaches to Business
Behavior, op. cit.. p. 79, and Charles A. Lee, ’’Organization
Theory and Business Behavior,” in Joseph W. McGuire (ed.),
Interdisciplinary Studies in Business Behavior (Cincinnati,
Ohio: South-Western Publishing Co., 1962) pp. 63-66 .
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nature of marketing systems; (2) the characteristics of the
interrelated functional elements of marketing systems as
applied to marketing organizations; (3) the nature of
marketing organizations as organized behavioral systems;
and (4) the multiplicity, complexity, and interdependency
of behavioral elements within the marketing organization.
It has also been suggested that within marketing behavioral
systems the individual's needs and organizational demands
are not completely consonant— that individual and group be
havior are integrated with the formal functional require
ments of the organization.
The foregoing discussion has been designed to pro
vide a systemic scheme by which to explore the concept of
survival.

It will however, first be necessary to examine

the marketing organization, as a behavioral system, in
relation to its environment.

Accordingly, the following

discussion is devoted to an investigation of the ecological
framework of the marketing organization.
Ecological Framework
The concept of ecology is presented here to provide
a further understanding of the marketing behavioral system
relative to environmental factors; that is, the ecological
system.

In addition, consideration of the ecological system

is essential to the development of the survival concept
later in this chapter.
The Concept of Ecology.— "Both ecology and economics
are derived from the Greek word oikos, meaning 'house* or
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'place to live"'.^

The term ecology originated in connec

tion with biological studies of an organism within its en
vironment.

Initially, ecologists were concerned exclusive

ly with the study of animals and plants.

The first note

worthy attempts to relate the concepts and framework of
analysis developed in biology and botany to human ecology
were made in 1921.

Accordingly, human ecology refers to

the study of man and his environment.57
Ecology has received only limited attention in the
writings of economists and marketing theorists. A few of
the prominent theoretical discussions include Kenneth
c
Boulding's ecological approach to economic theory,
Alchian's "Uncertainty Evolution, and Economic Theory",^
Alchian, Penrose, and Enke's "Biological Analogies in the
Theory of the Firm",

and Alfred Marshall's comparison of

the life of the firm to the rise and fall of trees.^

In

5^6ell, op. cit., p. 63.
57ibid.

5%. E. Boulding, A Reconstruction of Economics
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1950), pp. 3-9.
5^Armen A. Alchian, "Uncertainty, Evolution, and
Economic Theory", in Journal of Political Economy,

Vol. LVIII (June, 1950]!
^Armen a . Alchian, Edith T. Penrose, and Stephen
Enke, "Biological Analogies in the Theory of the Firm:
Comments and Rejoinder", in American Economic Review.
Vol. XLII (September, 1953) and Edith T. Penrose, "Bio
logical Analogies in the Theory of the Firm", in American
Economic Review. Vol. XLII (December, 1952).
^Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics, Eighth
Edition (London: The MacMillan Company,Ltd.,1920),pp.315-316.

recent theories, two additional concepts have been drawn
from biology--“viability" and "homeostasis".

Both repre

sent modifications of ecological theory, the former emphaZLp
sizing the long run, and the latter the short run.
Sub
stantial contributions to the ecological point of view have
also been made by sociologist Amos Hawley
gist Julian Steward.^

and anthropolo

Wroe Alderson has made the most

thorough attempt to date to apply the ecological approach
to marketing theory.^
Alderson suggests that "economics and ecology are
two ways of looking at the relations between living things
and the resources which sustain their activities. . . The
broader framework of ecology holds greater promise for the
development of marketing science in both descriptive and
normative terms.^

Alderson1s view stems from the term

k^Leland S. Burns, "Theories of Business Behavior
From the Physical Sciences", in Joseph W. McGuire (ed.),
Interdisciplinary Studies in Business Behavior (Cincinnati,
Ohio: South-Western Publishing Company, 1962), p. 37.
^A. H. Hawley, Human Ecology, A Theory of Community
Structure (New York: The Ronald Press Company, I960).
Julian Steward, Theory of Culture Change (ChampaignUrbana: University of Illinois Press, 1955).
65Bell, op. cit., p. 63.
66v\froe Alderson, Dynamic Marketing Behavior, op. cit.,
------------ -----------

PP. 302-303.

Mcultural ecology” which was introduced by Julian Steward.
He points out that a crucial aspect of culture is the tech
nology through which the culture-bearing society accomplishes
adaptation to its environment.^
The Marketing Behavior System; Environmental Consider
ations.— Again, emphasis is placed on the marketing organiza
tion or firm as a behavioral system.

Having previously

discussed the internal characteristics of the organization,
primary concern is with the basic external factors which
have a bearing on the behavior of marketing systems. Essen
tially these factors cannot be controlled by marketing
managers 69and represent constraints imposed by the market,
by organized society, and by the ecological structure of
70
the environment.
In general terms the marketing environment may be
considered as the aggregate of all elements which surround
the organization.

Alderson suggests that, "the proximate

environment may be defined as the external domain with
which the system is in direct and continuous contact and
67lbld.

68Ibld.
°%cCartky, op. cit.. p. 48 and W. Lazer and E. J.
Kelley, Interdisciplinary Contributions to Marketing
Management, op. cit., p. 19.
7%cCarthy, op. cit., p. 48, and Alderson, op. cit.,

p. 321.
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interaction. . .the proximate environment for a marketing
organization would correspond to the markets in which it
buys and sells and competes with other marketing organizations".71

He further asserts that a more comprehensive

conception of the environment would include the surround
ing social and physical elements as well as any external
factors which might influence the actions of the organiza
tion and, in turn, be affected by these actions.^
Specifically, the overall marketing environment is
considered to embrace a number of external systems or sub
environments.

Bell suggests that five basic elements of a

marketing organization's environment are as follows:
(1)

The Economic Environment

(2)

The Competitive Environment

(3)

The Customer Environment

(4)

The Public Environment

(5)

The Material Environment^

Bell's environmental factors closely parallel those suggested
by McCarthy,^and Lazer and

K e ll ey.

^5 a general description

^Alderson, op. cit., p. 305•
72Ibid.

73Bell, op. cit., p. 72.
7%cCarthy, op. cit.

75lazer and Kelley, op. cit.
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of these factors is provided in Table 1.

A systems overview of the marketing firm and its
environment is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

The chart is

constructed to reveal the interaction and interdependence
of organizational and environmental elements.

For the most

part the external forces cannot be controlled by marketing
management, nor even changed in the short run.7^

The con

trollable factors are revealed as the mix of marketing
activity, which is centered on the organization's customers.
An important point indicated by the chart in Figure
2.3 and also revealed by Bell's eco-marketing model in
Table 1, is that the marketing behavior system is concerned
with the external relations of organized behavior systems.
"These relations involve that peculiar amalgam of competi
tion and cooperation which is so well recognized in ecology
and so difficult to accomodate within the framework of
received economic t h e o r y " . I t can now be readily observed
that the manner in which the internal elements of the organ
ization are adjusted to meet external requirements may
affect both internal and external relations.

Furthermore,

the firm's ability to adjust and maintain these relations
will largely determine its capacity to survive and accom
plish desired objectives.?^

The "resulting conditions"

7%cCarthy, op. cit.
??Alderson, op. cit., p. 304.
?^Sdgar K. Schein, op. cit., pp. 15-17.

TABLE 1
AN EGO-MARKETING MODEL

A Marketing Organism

The Marketing Environment

Relations .

1. Human
A. Physical structure
B. Psychical state
2. Organized Behavior
System
A. Power Structure
B. Communications
Network
C. Input and Output
(Examples: wholesalers,
retailers, manufac
turers, trade channels,
etcJ

1. Economic environment
A. Animate — producers and consumers
B. Inanimate — resources
0. Conceptual — supply and demand
2. Competitive environment
A. Animate — competitors
B. Inanimate — products and facilities
3. Public environment

1. Cooperative
A. Cooperation
B. Coordination
C. Toleration
2. Disoperative
A. Balanced (even)
competition
B. Unbalanced
(uneven)
competition
C. Destruction

Public opinion sector
A. Animate — nonconsumers
B. Conceptual — public opinion

Resulting Conditions
of the Organism
Degree of conditions
I. Satisfaction
2. Success
3. Stability
4. Survival
5. Displacement
6. Destruction

Ethical opinion sector
A. Animate — social scientists, theologians, critics
8. Conceptual — codes and standards
Public policy sector
A. Animate — executive, legislative, and judicial
B. Conceptual — law, regulation, and influence
4. Customer environment
A. Animate — individuals, organisms
B. Behavioral
5. Physical environment
A. Geographic
B. Instrumental — things and facilities

Source: Martin L. Bell, Marketing Concepts and Strategy (Palo Alto:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966), p. 73.
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of the organization’s capacity to survive and grow are
indicated in Table 1„

In other words', the firm may be

operating at a high level of satisfaction or it may be
struggling to survive and prevent displacement or de
struction.^
Idealistically, the organization applies its
efforts to attain or achieve certain goals or objectives*

80

Jks such, the behavior of the marketing system is obviously
affected by the nature and interaction of individual and
organizational objectives*
The specific concern here is with the goal of
survival, which leads to the remaining portion of this
chapter*

aURVIV&L'OOBOEPi
Essentially, the concept of survival as presented
here is based on the views of Wroe Alderson due to his sub
stantial contributions in developing an ecological approach
to marketing theory*^

His falsifiable proposition that an

organized behavior system operates as if it had a goal of
survival takes on special significance in view of the aim
7^In this context displacement or destruction refers
to the movement or shifting of the organization from its
customary place in the market, or its final failure to
exist due to competitive forces*
^Joseph A* Litterer, The Analysis of Organization,
op* cito* p* 137°
^Alderson’s most recent views are presented in
Dynamic Marketing-Behavior, op* cit*, pp* 301-321*
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of this thesis*

Accordingly, the key aspects of Alderson8s

thinking are restated to generally familiarize the reader
with his survival concept*
General mention is first made of the multiplicity
of organizational goals to provide a conceptual perspective
for the survival motive*
Conceptual Perspective
The intent here is not to compare and evaluate the
relative merits or values of organizational goals, but
merely to point out the general nature and existence of a
few prominent motives which may influence the behavior of
marketing systems.
Multiplicity of Goals,— . The economic role of profit
provides an obvious objective for the marketing firm.

The

goal of profit however, is the subject of numerous and
varied opinions in literature, including such diversified
economic views as the traditional maximizing of profits and
Simon®s satisficing model.

The point here is that depend

ing on the profit view of a particular organization there
may exist a number of profit goals.

In any event, profits
may be considered as traditional marketing objectives, 83
which affect the behavior of the system, and are essential
- . ^Herbert Simon, .’’Decision-Making in Economics’®, in
American Economic.Review.(June, 1959), p» 263,
^Mauser, op, cit,, p, 64,
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i
to its survival and growth.

While an essential objective of the marketing organ
ization is to make profits, there have been a number of
> expressed organizational theories which contend that the
firm has a multiplicity of objectives or goals= nThe goals
85
SSS©US@d.by .these writers; are moralistic ini tone, emphasizing
service to the various interested groups such as stockholders,
customers, employees, and the general public®^

In general,

these views suggest that, in addition to profit considera
tions , the marketing firm has additional responsibilities
to the owners, its employees and the community0
In addition, some writers have suggested that
management think of its basic objectives in terms of the
firm’s specific products or services0 Boyd and Westfall
mention that a more useful approach is to think of the
firm’s objectives in terms of the particular market that
the company wishes to acquire by offering some product or
s e r v i c e .

^

Their line of thinking is similar to that of

^.irgyris, op. cit., p e 79 and Alderson, op.eit.po305e

^Por a detailed discussion of values which are
relevant to theories of organizational goals see Robert S.
Hartman, ^The Science of Talue1*, in A. H. Maslow (ed =), Hew
Knowledge, in-Human Values (Hew, York: Harper & Bros®, 1959)
pp. 13-37 and Robert S* Hartman, "General Theory of Value",
Philosophies Ghronlque des Annes 1949-1955 (Hew York:
Institute of International Philosophy, HHISGO, 195S)®
^Lee, op. cit., p* 60.
^TRalph Westfall and Harper if. Boyd, Jr., "Marketing
Management and the Administrative Process", in Stewart
Henderson Britt and Harper If. Boyd, Jr., Marketing Management
and Administrative Action (Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 1963), pp. 2~3«
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Watson and Levittg with, primary emphasis being placed on the
&&
oonsttmer or marketing concept „
The discussion thus far has presented only a limited
and general view of possible marketing objectives*

The

primary intent in mentioning these various goals has been
to point out that organizations generally have several basic
purposes or fulfill multiple functions9 some primary, some
secondary,,

Lee implies that because men have a multi

plicity of goals, the maximization of one goal frequently
conflicts with the maximization of another or even several
others*Accordingly, brief mention should now be made to
the relevancy of survival among marketing goals*
Perspective.— The objective of survival among com
mercial organizations is not necessarily a new concept in
.marketing literature*

While seldom recognized in and of

itself, the subject of survival is most frequently linked
with more immediate business objectives such as profits*
Taylor and Shaw suggest that long term profits are the goal
of marketing management; that success in realizing this goal
assures the perpetuation^of those firms whose business
^^Sdward T* P* Watson, ^Diagnosis of Management
Problems?', in Harvard Business-Seview (Lanuary-February, 1958),
p* .70, and Theodore Levitt, "Marketing Myopia??, in Harvard
Business Eeview (July-August, I960), p* $6* ^Schein, op* cit** p* S9®
9°Lee, op* cit*, pp® 60-61*
93-The term "perpetuation" implies continued existence
or survival*
.
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methods are sound.„^

%n a similar vein, Burnfs discussion

of viaMlity^and business behavior implies that a firm must
earn profits to survive =, He states that nA profitable firm
has been 1naturally selected’ because it has been ’adopted®
94
••
•’
by the environment„
In more general terms Sehein indicates that an organ
ization must fulfill some useful function to survivee He
further places emphasis on the objective of satisfying
®fowner-manager” in stating that ’’the survival of the organ
ization depends on its ability to continue to be of use to
its prime beneficiary”»^
It should be noted that survival is considered as
a basic goal of man*,^

G-, Wo Happ classifies the basic

goals of man in the form of a hierarchy of ”s® s” with the
most basic human objective at the bottom.

His five class

ifications are as follows:
9%eldbn J, Taylor and Roy T, ‘S'haw', Marketing, An
Integrated Analytical Approach (Cineinnati» Ohio: SouthWest ern Publishing Company, 1961), p* 135o
^^Tiabilit'y draws upon Darwin® s principles' of bio
logical evolution and natural selection, 'In this context
it refers to the firm’s ability to live, grow, develop,
and prosper6
94Burns, op. cit,, p, 38=
95sehein, op, cit., p, 1.5»
9% , Do Ford, I, Wo Goodhhe, and G, W, Happ-, r Anthropology (Slsah, Illinois: The Principle, 195o), p.12.

97
5oSatiafaotl©a
^oSaeeess
3•Stability

2= Seemrity
1» Survival

.

These elassifieatipms thus appear as statements of general
overall goals.

When applied to the marketing organization

they are normally explained in terms of more speeifie
objeotives smch as profits or sound policy.
Alchian8s discussion of viability for example,
suggests that mere immediate objectives such as profits are
essential to the organization8s overall goals of survival
and success, He states that “realized positive profits. . .
are the mark of success and viability. . .this is the cri
terion by which the economic system selects survivors: those
who realize positive profits are the survivors| those who
suffer losses disappear*8.Similarly, a general goal of
stability is implied by Waiter Sanmon8s^lmtreduction of the
i ■ ■
■
Taa
r,
term homeostasis.
Kenneth leulding discusses the concept
■

of homeostasis as an organizational objective.
97lbid,

He suggests
■

^%lchian, op. cit., p. 213.
9%alter B. Gannon, The "Wisdom of the- Body (Hew Yorks
W . If,. Horten and .Company, Sc., 1932), p. 24.
...
iGGfhe term homeostasis is borrowed from philosophy
and refers to the processes by which relative stability is
maintained in an organism.
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that nthere is some 1statef of the organism which it is
organized' to maintain, and any disturbance from this state
sets in motion behavior on the part of the organism which
tends to re-establish the desired state'*o

101

Boulding

illustrates this concept by use of the balance sheet,
suggesting that any disturbance in the desired structure
of its various items sets in motion forces which will re102

store the ??status quo"«

In terms of marketing stability,

this concept may, in turn, be applied to the balance or mix
of marketing activity.
Objectives of security are likewise revealed by the
numerous literary considerations of the importance of un~
103
certainty and risk to the management process.
Both
Bfoffer and Chamberlain imply that security is a prime con
sideration which influences the course of management de
cisions,**'®^' In a similar vein Harvin Bower suggests that to
survive and achieve success the leadership of an organization
must develop a sound and secure company

philosophy,

-*-®^Boulding, op, eit,, pp, 26-27°
102Ibid,
lO^Burns, op, cit^, p6 39°
•^•^^Irving Pfeffer, Insurance and Economic Theory (Home
wood, Illinois;: Richard B, Irwin, Inc,, 1957) .and Neil W,
Chamberlain, & General Theory of Economic Process (New York:
Harper & Bros77~T95Trr~P»— 24ll
~
'
10%arvin Bower, nA New Look at the Company Philosophy",
in Management Review (May, 1966),
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Finally-, Ohamberlain suggests the existence of
satisfaction objectives.

He says that:

v-

Satisfaction may involve the creative satis
faction of developing a new or superior product
or of building an enterprise, the competitive
satisfaction of becoming the largest firm in
the industry or the nation, the social satis
faction of being known as a fair employer or a
leading citizen of the community, the political
satisfaction of wielding authority over others,
and so on. •„ .106 v
Chamberlain further'emphasized the need for recog
nizing a multiplicity of'individual and organizational goals
when he wrote ^because individuals. . .seek a concomitancy of satisfaction. . .the balance which management pro
jects will normally reflect some combination of goals, a
balance of satisfaction.^^7
Possibly a more meaningful approach to developing a
conceptual perspective for survival can be provided by
illustration Of a means-end chain (See Figure 2.4)«

Essen

tially, the means-end chain consists of goals or ends to be
obtained by some method or means.

These means, in turn,

become smbgoals which are achieved by submeans. This
process continues until the statements of means become
specific enough to permit action to be taken.
106chamberlain, op. cit., p. 161.
lQ7ibid.
lQ%itterer, op. cit., pp. 139=142.
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By utilizing the five basic goals suggested by
Happ"*-^ Figure 2.4 illustrates profit objectives as means
’ ,

i

to survival, and. so on, to satisfaction,

its means to

achieving profit objectives consideration would have to be
given to more specific areas such as the combination of
marketing functions and particular environmental forces®
The critical point here is that the marketing beru
havior system is confronted with a multitude of interde
pendent objectives and subobjee.tives„ %s such* it should
be noted that the following treatment is based on choice
of purpose rather than any relative importance that sur
vival may have among other marketing goals.

As Alderson

states, S?this view does not hold that the goal of survival
takes the place of more immediate objectives such as
business profits.

Rather, the desire of participants to

preserve the system is reflected in modifications of the
*]■'IA
systems behavior in seeking more specific objectives.
Survival and the Organized Behavior System
Consistent with the intent of this chapter the
essential aspects of Wroe Alderson’s survival concept are
restated here to further the reader's understanding of the
basic concepts which.will be utilized for analysis later
"^^Happ, op. cit.
UPAlderson, op. cit., p. 30$.
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in the study» Accordingly, this section is divided into
two parts,,

The first part is devoted to Alderson*s

initial discussion of survival as presented in Marketing
^'
*
* Jl|{
-x
Behavior and Executive Action.
The second part is
devoted to his more recent expansion of the survival
112

concept in Dynamic Marketing Behaviora

Initial Concept.--In Marketing Behavior and Executive
Action Alderson asserts that behavior systems are only the
reflection of their Component individuals„ As such, a
system does not express desires and goals of its own, but
merely reflects the collective aspirations of its individual
memberse These members will act to preserve the system in
order to achieve their own objectives*

In view of the

competitive-.and cooperative interaction of its members, he
suggests that a system may operate over a long period of
time as if it had a destiny of its own and as if it were
guided by inherent goals' of survival and growth*
By means of analogy Aldersen compares the exist
ence of a firm to that of ah animal attempting to survive
within an environment * Its position within the environ
ment is referred to as. a niche, or foothold which offers
opportunity for the firm to function and grow.

Faced with

survival challenges, Alderson provides three theorems which
H % r o e Alderson, Marketing Behavior and Fxecutive
Action, op. cito, pp. 52-63.
.
-^%ldersom. Dynamic Marketing Behavior, op. eit.v
pp. 301-321e

suggest the means "by whieh an organized "behavior system may
prevail over time:
la

An organized "behavior system will tend to
survive as long as the footing it occupies
endures "because of the collective action
arising out of the status expectations of
its components,

2S An organized "behavior system may survive ,
the most aggressive attacks of competitors
because it is able to exist at the core of
its position even though losing ground at
the fringes and, meanwhile, mature its own
campaign which may utilize strategies that
have been overlooked by competitors»
3o

An organized behavior system may. survive
despite severe functional disturbance re
sulting from environmental changes if suf
ficient plasticity remains so that new
functions may develop or new methods may
be adopted.for performing existing
functions,
While Alderson discusses these theorems in consider

able detail, it is believed that a more comprehensive, con
ception is provided by reviewing his more recent expansion
of the subject in Dynamic Marketing Behavior
Recent C o n c e p t Initially, Alderson mentions a
need for recognizing three levels of equilibrium in organ
ized human activities and relating these levels to each
other.

He first suggests a market equilibrium which per

tains to the network of external relations among organized
behavior systems.

Secondly, he mentions an organizational

ll^Alderson, Marketing Behavior and Executive Action,
op, eit,
114-Alderson, Dynamic Marketing Behavior, op, eit.
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equilibrium which he relates to the internal balance within
an individual system.

Finally, Alderson suggests a more

embracing .concept of ecological equilibrium pertaining to
the adjustment of a society and its environment„
The notion of survival is crucial and is
relevant at all three levels, with distinct but
related meanings. At the ecological level there
is no doubt about the individualss goal of bio
logical survival. Obviously he also has a per
sonal stake in avoiding a state Of disequilibrium
in which the whole population could be wiped out,
. With respect to the behavior system to which he
belongs, an individual may survive or fail to
survive as a member. Generally, he will struggle
to retain his status as a participant so long as
it promises satisfactions greater than those he
would expect as a non-member. Finally, the prob
lem of survival for the organized behavior system
is of critical importance,1^5
.
In his investigation of these three levels of
equilibrium Alderson reduces them to a two-level scheme.
In effect, he looks at the internal state of the system
and the adjustment of the system to its external environ
ment in considering the ways in which they affect each
other, As previously mentioned (See Page 3#* Alderson
considers, the proximate environment as "the external do
main with which the system is in direct and continuous
contact and interaction",11^ In addition, he suggests
that the internal structure of an organization should be
examined with respect to the control of the adaptive pro
cesses by which, the system is related to its environment,
115 Ibid,
116 Ibid,
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Of final importance here is Alderson6s assertion
that the collective aspirations of members to preserve
the system cause the organized behavior system to function
117

as if it. had a goal of survival 0

sm sm m
In general, the discussion has been devoted to the
development of the survival concept as it pertains to the
behavior of marketing systemso

For the most part emphasis

has been placed on the survival aspects of organizational
behavioro
Early in the chapter consideration passed from the
general nature of marketing systems to the complex character
istics of the internal organization.

The. concept of ecology

was introduced for the purpose of viewing the marketing be
havior system in relation to its environment.

In addition,

the ecological setting was developed to establish famili
arity with the environmental forces having a bearing on the
survival of a marketing organization.

The consideration of

environmental factors revealed the necessity for continuous
internal and external adjustment of organizational behavior.
The second major portion of the chapter was devoted
to a discussion of survival as a systemic goal.

First, a

conceptual perspective for survival was developed taking
into consideration the multiplicity of possible marketing
117Ibid>-
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^objectiveso

Emphasis was placed on the general and specific

nature of goals as suggested in various literature and their
possible means-ends relationship«> Xn addition, it was men
tioned that the goal of survival is accentuated due to the
aim of this thesis, rather than because of any possible
importance it may have among marketing objectives*
Final attention was given to the essential aspects
of JUderson's views on the survival of organized behavioral
systems*

Both his initial and recent concepts of survival

are centered on the systems and ecological terminology pre
sented earlier in the chapter* His more recent views are
especially significant as they establish the framework for
the investigation of commissary survival motives in
Chapter XT.
In brief this chapter has dealt with the conceptual
aspects of survival and the marketing behavioral system.

The

investigation of survival motives however, first requires an
understanding of the commissary organization as a non-profit
marketing behavioral system.

The following chapter provides

an essential view of commissary store operations on Okinawa.

OOMMISMRY STRUOTTJR! M3 A HQEPROFIT m m m i . m STSTWl
The intent of this chapter is to acquaint the
reader with the characteristics of commissary operations
on Okinawa0 Attention is flist focused on the commissary’s
organizational characteristics; its marketing objectives,
and operative structure to accomplish these objectives,,
Secondly, the discussion moves to a general description
of the commissary market and those external organizations,
relevant to the performance of commissary marketing activ
ities*

The final portion of this chapter is devoted to

the commissary’s marketing mix, i® e®, the manner in which
basic marketing functions are performed in moving goods
into the hands of ultimate consumers*
ORG-ANXZATJOML CHARACTERISTICS
Marketing Objectives
A United States Army Commissary Store is an organ
ization established for the primary purpose of providing
subsistence and household supplies for sale to authorized
individuals for their personal use®

In general, commissary

stores are established on Government installations where
adequate commercial facilities are hot conveniently avail
able, or when commercial facilities do not sell such
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supplies at reasonable prices„
The commissary store is principally engaged in
marketing as a retailer to move subsistence goods into
the hands of ultimate consumers,

Consistent with the

marketing concept the commissary organization exists for
the primary purpose of satisfying the wants and needs of
its patrons,

underlying goal of the organization is

to accomplish this purpose through effective and efficient
employment of available resources.

In short, the overall

commissary objectives are to maximize consumer satisfac
tions at minimum cost.
Organizational Hierarchy and Control
As mentioned above, commissary sales were limited
to "authorized patrons**, namely the United States Military
and civilian personnel employed on the island.

The sub

sistence needs of this populous were served primarily by
two Army and two Air Force commissary stores.

The combined

number of patron sales for the two Army stores (1963 through
1965) averaged roughly 600,000 annually.

Combined annual

sales during this period averaged approximately $5,000,000,

119

The total personnel involved numbered approximately 170—
7 military, 16 Department of the Army civilians, and 147
local nationals,
.^^Headquarters, Department of the Army, Army Regula
tion 31=200 (Washington, D, 0,: Department of the Army, 1961),
para, 5b and 244,
"^%)ata assembled from Commissary Officer’s Toucher
Register and General Control,
. ..
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!Eb.e formal orgamizatlom of the commissary operation
on Okinawa was hierarchic, consisting of various operating
sections and sub-sections,,

fhe basi© operating sections are

illustrated in Figure 3»lo

The section chiefs were directly

responsible to the Chief of the Commissary Branch (Commis
sary Officer)o

Their positions within the organization had

stated functional interrelations which is indicated by the
broken connecting lines in Figure 3.1.

Similarly, the organ

ization chart reveals the commissary's formal power and
communications structure.
•4's a military organization, the commissary provided
systems of power and communication by means of stated author
ity relationships among its participants,

its might be ex

pected, these relationships were mere clearly observed be
tween military personnel than in the ease of civilian em
ployees.

Traditionally, military personnel tend to be con

scious of formality and #lines of authority*-; • *%m a formal
organization such as a military unit, symbol and response
are made explicit and include the shoulder insignia of •
12i
officers and the hand salute required of subordinates5*. « .
The use of physical and intellectual energies by
members was largely governed by their related functional
activities as set forth by various regulations, policies,
directives, job specifications, or otherwise acceptable
standards of.performance.

A general description of the

sfroe JLlderson, Marketing Behavior and Executive
Action, op, eil,, p. 36.
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responsibilities and activities of each operating section .
will provide the reader with an understanding of the
organization’s functional arrangemente
Office of the Commissary Officer»— In general the
Commissary Officer was responsible for the overall perform
ance of the organization and hence the accomplishment of
its objectives.

His position might well be similar to

that of a chief executive in charge of marketing In a pri
vate business organization.

His basic function rests with

the efficient and effective conduct of the marketing oper
ation, considering the overall interest of the organization,
and making recommendations to supervisors whenever and whereever marketing activities are involved.
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Accounting Section.— The primary function of the
Accounting Section was that of financial accounting and
control*

The personnel were principally engaged in the

maintenance and reporting of the Commissary Officer’s
account.

The account is designated as the formal record

of all transactions pertaining to the receipt, issue, sale,
transfer and inventory of all subsistence supplies, and the
receipt and deposit of funds for which the Commissary
121p@a Ko Doscher, ’’The Vice President for Marketing:
What Kind of Man Must He Be?”, in JSlizabeth Marting fed.).
The Marketing lob, (New York: American Management Asso
ciation, Inc., 1961), p s27.

Officer is aecountable,,
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In addition to the above, the accounting section
was responsible for pricing activities, customer billing,
and programming for the initial acquisition and replace
ment of operating equipment and supplies*

This section

coordinated its activities with the other sections to in
sure internal control and proper disposition of merchandise
and operating supplies*
Stock Management Section*— The stock management
section was predominantly responsible for merchandise
management and control*

Accordingly, the personnel of this

activity were concerned with insuring the continuous avail
ability and movement of merchandise*

The principal activities

of the stock management section included the. determination
of merchandise requirements, requisition preparation and
control, and physical inventory control*
The section coordinated its activities with other
operating elements to insure stock availability, stock move
ment and document control*

In addition to exercising

constant surveillance of stoekage conditions the section
provided supply data essential to the accounting function*
122geadq_uarters, Department of the Army, op* eit*,
p® 91®
3q emimiasary Officer’s accountability refers to his
obligation to maintain formal records of dollar values
showing authorized debits, credits, and available balances
on hand in the commissary account®
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Receiving and Issue Section .-^Commonly referred to
as the "commissary warehouse", the receiving and issue
section was responsible for the receipt, storage and issue
of commissary merchandiseB These responsibilities included
the section’s performance of continuous in-storage inspec
tions and proper rotation of stock=
The warehouse coordinated its activities with the
two store sections in meeting their requests for merchandise0 Its function was coordinated with that of stock
management and accounting in providing inventory and docu
ment control0
Store Sectionso— The basic activities performed by
each store were identical.

As a matter of convenience

discussion will pertain to both the Machinato-Waha and
Ft* Buckner retail stores.

To facilitate the reader’s

understanding of activities performed by the store sections,
a functional arrangement for a typical commissary store is
provided in Figure 3*2,

It is important to note that the

chart in Figure 3*2 does not necessarily reveal the struc
ture of the store organization, but reaches a close approx
imation of such by the grouping of like activities (See Meat
and Produce Markets for example}.
The general activities performed by the two store
sections entailed the requisitioning, receipt, storage,
display and sale^ of commissary merchandise.

In addition,

the meat and produce markets were also engaged in the pro
cessing and packaging of meat and produce items.
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As mentioned previously<, store activities were
coordinated with, those of the receiving and issue section
in accomplishing the request and receipt of stock from the
commissary warehouseD The stores’ relationship to the stock
management and accounting sections evolved through the
necessity of coordinating supply control with the stock
management section, and accounting procedures with the
accounting section*
M A B E M T E a .m w iR o m m w

A description of the commissary’s marketing environ
ment is provided to establish an understanding of the prin
cipal external elements which influenced the marketing be
havior of the organization®

Accordingly, the following

discussion is centered on the commissary market, the ex
ternal hierarchy of authority, and those external organiza
tions with which the commissary organization coordinated
its marketing activities®

Figure 3o3 illustrates the

commissary’s marketing environment, i0e0, the commissary
market, the hierarchy of authority (solid connecting lines),
and the principal coordinating activities (broken connecting
lines)*
Commissary Market
As previously mentioned, commissary sales were
limited to the United States military and civilian per
sonnel employed on Okinawa and their dependents®

The two

Army stores were patronized predominantly by Army personnel
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due to their location in areas'of concentrated Army popula
tion.

The stores’ services however, were made available to

all authorized military and civilian customers6
A unique characteristic of this market is that it
was ’’captive” in nature, having to depend largely on the
commissary as the prime, and in many eases, the sole re
tailer of. subsistence merchandise.

In addition, it is

important to note that the commissary’s parent command
executives, and the high ranking personnel and dependents
of other military commands, were regular customers of the
stores.

The relevance of this unique market will be dis

cussed in more detail in Chapter IV.
Hierarchy of Authority
The command channels of communication and authority
are indicated by the structuring of organizations directly
above the Commissary Branch in Figure 3®3°

The hierarchy of

command has been illustrated extensively to provide the
reader withb a broad perspective of the scope and permeation
of external control and responsibility.
Under Department of the Army Staff Responsibilities,
the Quartermaster General, pursuant to authority delegated
by the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, is responsible
for Department of the Army staff supervision of all Army
commissaries, and for development of basic governing
policies.

The U. S. Army Subsistence Center is under the

jurisdiction of the Quartermaster.General and is responsible
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for the implementation of its policies within the framework
prescribed for commissaries, As staff responsibilities
these two elements, have been placed to the left of the line
relationships illustrated in the center column of Figure 3®3=
In addition to developing and implementing operating pro
cedures and criteria, the U» S„ Army Subsistence Center
is responsible for. assisting major commanders (U* S, Army
Pacific) by conducting staff visits and providing technical
advicee This coordination of activities is illustrated by
connecting broken lines in Figure 3=3=
Major commanders exercise operational control of
commissaries at installations (U= So. Army Ryukyu Islands)
under their jurisdiction*

Similarly, the installation

commander, through the installation Quartermaster {TJ*S* Army
Supply Services Command), is directly responsible for the
supervision and operations of commissaries within their
jurisdiction*"1"^
As illustrated in Figure 3=3 commissary operating
responsibilities were assigned further to the Chief of the
Services Division and finally to the Commissary Officer*
In most cases, external communication followed
this structure of authority*

For example, only major,

commanders (U* S*. Army Pacific) are authorized direct
communication with the TJ* S* Army Subsistence Center unless
■^^Headquarters, Department of the Army, op* cit*,
p» 4 & 5*
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Coordinating Activities

,

As indicated by the environmental chart commissary
activities were coordinated with other Services Division
branch operations.

These service organizations provided

support which was essential to the accomplishment of the
commissary’s, mission.
Milk Plant,--The milk plant was the sole supplier
of milk and dairy products within the commissary system.
The plant was operated by civilian employees of a private
firm which was awarded a contract for services on a bid
basis.

As such, the commissary was responsible for the

administration and control of certain terms of the contract.
Accordingly, there existed a need for continuous exchange
of operating information for the purposes of preparing pro
duction schedules and meeting requirements for the supply
of milk and dairy products.
Food Service,— The Commissary Officer worked with
the Food Service Officer primarily in areas involving troop
feeding in Army messhalls.

In many cases however, integra

tion of these two activities provided a tool for effective
disposition of excess, or slow-moving retail stock. Occasion
ally, merchandise which did not sell in the retail stores
could be incorporated in the troop menu and thus avoid a
loss to the Government«
12^Ibld,, p, 3.
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Materials Handling ISquipment' and. Property Disposal,,
Tiie Materials Handling Equipment Branch provided forklifts .
and other heavy duty equipment which was utilized in
commissary warehousing activities» The Property Disposal
Branch received commissary merchandise which was damaged,
deteriorated or otherwise unfit for sale in the retail
storese

Frequently damaged merchandise such as broken

boxes of soap could be salvaged, reconstituted and sold to
patrons at property disposal sales„
The column of organizations to the right of the
commissary branch in Figure 3®3 depicts those primary co
ordinating activities which were components of commands
external to Services Division operations on Okinawa„ It
should be noted that the column does not provide a complete
array of coordinating activities, but only illustrates
those organizations having the most prevalent and direct,
influence over the marketing behavior of the commissary
systeme
Central Exchange and Air Force Commissaries,-- The
integration of Commissary and Exchange (EX), and Air Force
Commissary activities for the most part involved the pro
cess of product or merchandise selection which will be dis
cussed in the following section of this chapter« It should
be mentioned however, that the Air Force and Army Commissary
managements sought continuous cooperation in attempting to
solve mutual supply and merchandising problemse
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Post Engineer* Transportation, and Veterinary
Organizations 4— The Post Engineer provided operational
support through the construction of facilities and the
installation and maintenance of operating equipment*

The

Transportation Office provided the necessary vehicles
(trucks) for movement of merchandise from the warehouse to
the retail stores*

The Veterinary organization conducted

continuous sanitary inspection of merchandise and operat
ing facilities*

In addition, the Veterinary Office was in

a position of authority pertaining to the condemnation and
disposal of damaged or deteriorated retail stock*
Quartermaster Depot,— Finally, the Quartermaster
Depot (U, Be, Army Supply Services Command Storage and
General Supplies Division) was the primary source of supply
"

for commissary merchandise.
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The General Supplies Division

was accountable and responsible for the overall management
of Depot stocks*

The Storage Division in turn was respons

ible for the warehousing of this merchandise*

The co

ordination of commissary activity with these organizations
was essential to the timely flow of merchandise to the retail
stores, and hence, the consumer*
Having provided a general description of the
commissary’s marketing environment, the discussion can more
readily move to a consideration of the organizations par
ticular mix of marketing activity.
126^ few local vendors were contracted by a Purchasing
and Contracting Organization to provide a limited volume of
subsistence items*

M&MEMTUSGr MIZ

'

The framework for presentation of the commissaryes
marketing mix is borrowed from E, Jerome McCarthy's text,
12?
' Basic Marketing, A Managerial Approach,
In general,
McCarthy states that the customer is of paramount importance
in selecting a marketing strategy®

He mentions that having

selected a target: market, the market manager must combine
all of the factors at his command in an effort to satisfy
this market®

In brief, McCarthy reduces the many faceted

mix of marketing activity to a discussion of four major
ingredients or variables:
tion and 4) price®

1) product; 2 ) place; 3) promo

The diagram in Figure 3»4 has been

provided to place emphasis on the interrelationship of
128
these activities and their focus on customers® (C)®
The commissary’s primary objectives to satisfy the
wants and needs of a military market at a minimum cost have
been mentioned previously.

4 general description of the •

organization’s marketing mix should provide the reader with
additional insights for understanding the basic marketing
policies and procedures which were developed to accomplish
these primary objectives.
In general, the commissary’s marketing .program was
Jerome McCarthy, op® cit®, pp® 21-45°
12% b l d ®, p® 38.
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PRODUCT

PLACE

PRICE

PROMOTION

Figure 3.4. The Four P*s— The Marketing Mix. Source;
E. Jerome McCarthy, Basic Marketing, A Managerial Approach
(Homewood, Illinois; Richard D. Irwin, IncV, 1964), p. 38

determined by.a higher headquarters or control center
(U* So Army Subsistence 0 enter, Chicago) under the ministry
of the U» S a Army Quartermaster General and Department of
the Army. The basic program was established in the form of
policies and regulations which were subject to continuous
review and revision by these agencies0 For the most part,
the approval or establishment of local policy and proced
ures did not fall within the purview of the commissary
> officer's authority, but usually was a function of an inter
mediate command headquarters0 In cases not covered by
regulation or local command policy the commissary officer
generally proceeded through appropriate levels of command
to seek approval for recommended action.

In most cases, the

approving authority was determined by designated inter
mediate command responsibilities for commissary operations.
The degree to which recommended procedures would deviate
from the basic framework of established policies and regula
tions generally established the level at which a decision
had,to be made.
Product
The discussion of product considerations is primarily
concerned with product selection and deletion, product
services, and standardization and grading activities.

The

principal intent here is to present the basic considerations
which were evaluated in determining what products would be
made available to customers.
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ProdTict Selection.--Tiie number, and lines of products
made available to customers were primarily limited by the
number of line items authorized and recommended for stockage by .regulation,^^and the capacity of existing storage
facilities.

Actual selection of merchandise was accom

plished by means of a joint Army-Air Force Selection Board.
The board membership, included representative store managers
v

and commissary officers from each service and a representa
tive from the Quartermaster Depot organization.

A represen

tative from the Ryukyus Central [Exchange (EX), generally
attended the meetings of this board in an attempt to co
ordinate product selection activities.

A basic objective

of the selection board was to provide commissary patrons
with a maximum selection of desired or proven products in
terms of variety and prices.
Within the expressed limits of regulation and
storage capacity particular items were adopted or deleted
from the system based on consumer preference.

Consumer

preference was largely evaluated by means of a formalized
suggestion system maintained by each store and the consider
ation of a product$s sales experience.
Product packaging, standardization and grading were
also important considerations to the selection process.
While packaging was considered in terms of attractiveness
12%eadtuarters, United States Army, Pacific, UgARBAC
Regulation 31-100 (Hawaii; United States Army, Pacific, I964),
P o l o
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and. convenience to customers the features of primary concern
were package durability and design*

These features had to

be taken into consideration in view of overseas shipping,
frequent handling, and minimum space, available for storage
and display of merchandise*

In addition, products had to

be packaged to survive the high temperatures and humidity
of the island*

In all cases the selected merchandise was

required to conform to Government standards and grade
specifications*
Product acceptability was frequently judged by
anticipation of consumer knowledge of the product and
whether or not it was believed to be a generally accepted
brand * The general policy was to only keep those items in
the system which moved at a fast enough pace to justify their
existence*

In other words, each product had to earn its

space on the store shelf*

In submitting their products to

the board members many vendors presented plans for local
advertising and promotion campaigns in attempting to assure
the movement of.their products*

For the most part these

vendors were manufacturers’ agents or members of the manu
facturers’ sales force*

In either case, a vendor’s presen

tation of items influenced the selection process, especially
in cases where new items were being introduced*
Finally, price considerations were of major import
ance*

The price of merchandise was generally related to

quality and quantity in an attempt to provide the commissary
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patron with the best possible selection of products6
Among its pricing considerations the board had to con
template the wide range of family incomes which existed
in the military market»
In view of the "Four P's" and their stated inter
relationship, it is important to note here that the product
selection process entailed considerations involving each of
the ingredients of the marketing mix*
Product Serviceso— Customer services are discussed
under promotion activities.

Brief mention is made here of

those services which had a direct bearing on the value of
merchandise to customers.
The two primary product services were the process
ing of meats and produce to meet customer specifications
or desires, and the acceptance of returned merchandise.
The meat and produce departments of the stores would, on
request, prepare special cuts of these items in addition
to providing a standard, display.

Customers could also place

special orders with these departments which were frequently
scheduled for pick-up at a later time or at the customer's
convenience.
Occasionally commissary patrons would return
merchandise which they felt was defective.

If their com

plaints were deemed reasonable the store personnel would
either refund the purchase or exchange for the defective
item.
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Product standardization and G r a d i n g The fact that .
all eoimalssary merchandise was required to conform to
government standards and grade specifications has already
been mentioned as a consideration to the product selection
process*

The particular relevance of standardization and

grading activities here is found in the determination and
control of specifications for locally procured items*
With respect to certain items such as poultry and
produce the Commissary Officer could specify desired sizes,
conditions or otherwise acceptable standards*

In those

instances where standards and specifications had not been
previously established, the Commissary Officer generally
coordinated with the Quartermaster Depot and Veterinary
Office in the accomplishment of this function.

Each of

these organizations cooperated in the control of estab
lished standards and grades by inspection of merchandise
and dissemination of appropriate product information*
In short, the discussion of commissary products
has described the organization’s role in determining what
merchandise and services were made available to customers*
Of next concern is a discussion of how this merchandise
was moved into the hands of the ultimate consumer*
Place
The bulk of commissary merchandise was received
from the United States with a limited volume of stock being
obtained from surrounding areas such as Japan and Taiwan*

Local vendors on Okinawa also supplied the commissary with
a limited variety of products.

The general flow of requi

sitions and physical supply of merchandise is revealed by
the chart in Figure 3 =5».

'

As indicated by the flow chart commissary requests
for merchandise were directed to the Quartermaster Depot
and local suppliers.

Because of the long supply line

which existed between the Depot, the United States and offisland suppliers, requirements had to be submitted well in
advance of the desired date of receipt.

Requests for holi

day items such as Thanksgiving turkeys, were generally
scheduled several months in advance of the holiday season.
On the other hand, requisitions to local vendors were
generally submitted more frequently and on a daily or as
needed basis.

This was possible due to the short supply

line and the direct daily deliveries provided by most
local suppliers.
Initial receipt of merchandise from the United
States and off-island suppliers was made by the Quarter
master Depot with subsequent issues to the commissary.
The majority of the nonperishable smbsUistmme items were
issued to the commissary warehouse which was directly adja
cent to the Depot warehouse.

The near location of these

two warehouses facilitated the commissary's receiving
operations in terms of time and. handling necessary to move
and locate merchandise.

On most occasions the stock was
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moved just a short distance "by use of fork lifts and small
trailers.
Perishable subsistence items were stored in the
Depot’s refrigerated storage facilities with daily issues
being made direct to the two commissary stores®

Both

perishable and nonperishable merchandise were moved to
the commissary stores by means of daily truck pick-up and
delivery.

Upon receipt of this merchandise by store

personnel, it was moved to the store’s back-up storage
area or directly to the. sales area for display.
Having considered the basic sources of supply and
the general flow of merchandise to the store shelves,
attention can now be given to commissary promotional
policies and activities.
Promotion
For the purpose of this discussion, advertising,
sales promotion, personal selling, customer service, and
sales personnel training and development are considered to
be basic components of promotional activity.

Our primary

concern is with the manner in which each of these activities
was undertaken in conformance with specific commissary
operating policies and procedures.
Advertising, and gales Promotion.— >As mentioned
previously, vendor advertising and promotion were con
sidered in the selection of products (See Page 69)»

How

ever, advertising by the commissary organization itself was
prohibited.

Also, sales promotion techniques to advance the
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sale of specific brand named items had restricted applica
tion*
Promotional calendars, contest literature, contest
blanks and merchandising material containing brand
or proprietary names will not be displayed in com- _ v
missary stores. „ .the use of special displays,
such as ’End Aisle8 or ’Island Displays9, to promote
the sale..of specific brand named items in commissary
stores is prohibited; however, when it is considered
essential to eliminate excess or slow-moving items
to prevent loss, commissary officers may prepare
promotional displays.*®®
This is not to imply that advertising and sales
promotion activity failed to influence purchases by commis
sary customers; but that there were limits to the use of
these tools in the commissary operation.

As indicated

above, the use of advertising was prohibited by regulation
and the preparation and use of sales promotion material was
limited to special cases of slow inventory turnover.
Similarly, vendor stockage of the commissary stores
was not permitted except for items such as baby foods, condi
ments, potato chips, and similar snack-type items of limited
shelf-life.

Vendor stockage is normally permitted only

when such service is provided to all commercial stores lo
cated near a commissary.

This exception is established

because the majority of vendors of these articles custom
arily provide shelf stocking service which saves labor, yet
discourages discrimination against vendors not providing
this

s e r v i c e . •*■51

in all cases vendors were not allowed to

■*-50Headq.uarters, Department of the Army, op. cit.,p.l21.

^llbid.
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designate shelf space, handle merchandise of competitors,
nor determine selling prices to he marked on store mer
chandise,,

Their stocking activities were accomplished

under control and supervision of commissary personnel.
It should be mentioned here that commissary polisy
directs that, store layout and display techniques be de
veloped to provide maximum possible service to customers.
Furthermore, it is recommended that standard practices of
commercial supermarkets be studied and possibly used as
guides in developing plans for commissary store layout and
d i s p l a y s A c c o r d i n g l y , with the exception of promo
tional activity the internal layout and display practices
of the commissary stores closely paralled those of commer
cial supermarkets.
Personal Selling,— Commissary sales were made
primarily on a customer self-service basis.

Cashiers were

employed to operate cash registers in receiving payment
for purchases.

Generally customers could seek assistance

or advice on such matters as product location or product
availability from store personnel, In addition, meat
market personnel were often called upon to provide cus
tomers with more technical assistance regarding the pre
paration of meat items for consumption.
Customer Service,— A look at the various services
provided to patrons further magnifies the interdependent
•^% b i d ,, p, 118,

.
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nature of commissary marketing activities^

For example,

the advance orders and assistance provided by meat market
and produce market personnel undoubtedly enhanced the value
of merchandise to customers, and hence, contributed to the
promotion and sale of these items0 The principal services
provided to commissary customers were:
lo

Advance orders for meat market items and baked goods«

20 Assistance in locating and seeking availability of
merchandiseo
3®

Technical assistance in the preparation of meat
market items,

4,

Acceptance of personal checks for the amount
of purchase,

5o

Sacking and. carry-out of groceries,

6,

Exchange of merchandise or refunds where hidden
defects obviously existed at the time of sale.
Personnel Recruiting, Training and Development,

General policy emphasizes that the key to successful oper
ation of commissaries lies in the proper selection and
training of personnel.

Generally, attempts were made to

recruit personnel.who had some background knowledge of
retail food operations,
Regardless of previous experience, new employees
were fully acquainted with the purpose and objectives of
the commissary and given specific instructions concerning
the required job performance, health and sanitation, and
133rbid., p. 117.

appearanceo

In addition, they were given detailed training

for their particular jobs.
. The organization's manpower requirements were
initially established by means of joint studies conducted
by commissary management and a team of manpower specialists
This manpower survey team was scheduled approximately every
two to three years for the purpose of reviewing and evaluat
ing various command staffing requirements on Okinawa„
In effect, commissary management's justifications
for recommended staffing were forwarded through command
channels to the manpower survey team for review in advance
of the team’s scheduled visit<, During their visit the team
conducted an investigation of store operationsc The in
vestigation was concluded by the team's submission of a
report of findings and recommended staffing„ Due to the
fact that recommendations were finally approved by higher
headquarters, differences of findings which could not be
reconciled were frequently forwarded to the approving
authority in the form of a reclamation by the commissary's
parent headquarters.

In any event, final manpower deter

minations were then set forth in a table of distribution
(list of authorized number, classification, and grades of
personnel) which served as the primary aniitBribn for re
cruiting decisions®
,It should be not|d,that;throughout the course of
operations the number of commissary personnel could be
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increased, or decreased, due to changes in operating require
ments e This was accomplished on a permanent or temporary
basis with requests for additional manpower being forwarded
through appropriate command channels=
In effect, the scheduling of manpower surveys ex
isted as a.higher management control to insure that personnel
were being employed effectively and that valid justifications
for employees remained in existence.
The administration of employment procedures was
largely performed by two separate personnel organizations
which functioned on an Army-wide basis.

Both military and

civilian recruitments and" official personnel actions were
administered by the respective personnel offices.

The

activities of these organizations were coordinated with
commissary management in so"much as they pertained to the
employees of the commissary organization.
Military employees were generally selected and
assigned to the organization by a Department of the Army
personnel agency at the request of the local command per
sonnel officer.

On the other hand, the civilian personnel

organization normally attempted to recruit a number of
applicants to fill personnel requests, thus permitting
commissary management1s participation in the actual selec
tion process.

Initial recruiting for civilian employees

was- conducted on Okinawa. In the event that qualified
personnel were not available on the island, recruiting

do
action was carried further to personnel organizations located
in Japan, Hawaii and possibly the United Statese
■. Both military and civilian pay scales, grades, and
job classifications were set forth by the standards, and
regulations established by central personnel agencies®

In

particular, the job classifications and grades assigned to
the various positions within the commissary organization
could only be adjusted by means of a position audit con
ducted by the two personnel activities®
Finally, it should be mentioned that commissary
management was concerned with the control and appraisal of
individual performance®

Inmost eases an individualfs

performance was evaluated by his (her) direct supervisor
with this evaluation subject to review by a next higher
authority®

A formalized performance evaluation was

scheduled by the military and civilian personnel organiza
tions which maintained the individual employment records®
In cases involving the use of disciplinary measures
or exceptional performance ratings commissary management
functioned primarily as a recommending agency®

Recommended

personnel actions were forwarded to the appropriate personnel
organization for review and final determination®
Brice

•

■

'

Rollcyc— .Essentially®'the commissary is classified
as a nonprofit organization based on its mandatory pricing
policy®

The pricing statute under which it operates requires
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1 or

that merchandise be priced at invoice cost.

In order to

establish the selling price it was necessary for the vendors
to indicate unit price on the invoice which became the
commissary selling price.
In addition, a 2| per cent surcharge was added to
the total of each sale made by the commissary stores.

The

Department of Defense Appropriation Act provides that, in
operating commissary stores, sufficient gross revenues will
be generated to make reimbursement for certain specified
operating costs.

The surcharge was utilized for the sole

purpose of making reimbursement for costs of operating
supplies, operating equipment, maintenance of operating
supplies and equipment, and wastage, spoilage and pilferage,
The important point here is that within limits of authorized
operational gains and losses commissary pricing policies
were designed so that the operation would break even with
respect to revenues and expenditures.
Control,— As stated by regulation,
The purpose of operational gain or loss allow
ances is to permit flexible operations of commissary
stores and to adjust monetary gains or losses in
the commissary officers account within prescribed
tolerances, , ,the terms gain and loss are inter
preted as meaning an accounting gain or loss as re.fleeted in the various subsections of the commissary
.officer’s account0-*-3b
. 134Xbid,, pp, 32-35.
133Ibide, p. 120,
136Ibido, po 101,

13 5
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Primary concern here is with the subsistence, meat, and
produce subsections.

In this context subsistence is used

to refer to all merchandise excluding meat and produce
items.
Normally, there are no allowances made for opera
tional gains pertaining to subsistence items.

Such gains

were attributed to faulty inventories, erroneous prices or
other discrepancies,

Accordingly, the commissary officer

was required to investigate for .correction of improper
practices.

The operational loss allowance authorized for

subsistence amounted to two-tenths of one per cent (,2$)
of the total value of subsistence sales.

This allowance was

authorized for the period of time between semi-annual
formal inventories or upon change of accountable officers.
Due to the necessity for processing meat and pro- .
duoe items these departments experienced considerable
fluctuation of operating gains and losses.

Prices of

saleable merchandise had to be continuously adjusted to
reflect the varying yields as related to the total cost of
the unprocessed item; that is, the value of waste material
was incorporated in the price of meat and produce market
items.

Formal statements of gains and losses were sub

mitted by these two departments at the end of each account
ing p e r i o d , T h e meat market was allowed an operational
/ 'The commissary accounting period is defined as
the period commencing on the 25th day of one month and
ending on the 24th day of the following month.
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gain or loss of three (3) per cent of the total meat sales
for one accounting period0 The produce market was author
ized a gain or loss of five (5) per cent of the total
' market sales for one accounting
"
produce
period. 138
v
The physical pricing of merchandise was accomplished
"by store personnel based on price lists and information pro
vided by the accounting section.

The store prices were

verified each accounting period by a disinterested inspector.
SUMMARYEssentially, this chapter has been devoted to a
general description of United States Army commissary opera
tions on Okinawa.

Consistent with the purpose of the study

emphasis has been placed on the, characteristics of the
organization as a nonprofit marketing system.
Initial consideration has been given to the
commissary’s marketing objectives, policies, and internal
organizational elements in presenting the organization as a '
behavior system in general, and a retail establishment in
particular.

The view here has revealed the functional

arrangement and relationships of internal marketing activity
as well as the formal structure of power and communication.
Consistent with the concept of ecology the discussion
has moved to a description of the commissary’s marketing
environment.

The concern here was with the nature of the

-^^Headquarters, Department of the Army, op.cit.,
p © 101.
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commissary market, the external hierarchy of authority, and
the principal coordinating activitiesa Accordingly, mention
was made of the commissary's general relationships with the
environmental organizations»
Finally, attention has tieen focused on the mix of
commissary marketing activity*

Smphasis has "been placed on

the various product, place, pricing, and promotional activ
ities that were performed to accomplish the organization1s
marketing objectives*

In addition, consideration of market

ing functions has revealed further aspects of the organiza
tion's internal adjustment of procedures to environmental
activity 6.
However, in the absence of conventional competition
and profit one might well expect that survival motives with
in the commissary system are weak.

The intent of the follow

ing chapter is to illustrate survival motives which were
prevalent in the commissary store operations on Okinawa* and
to evaluate these motives in terms of their possible influ
ence on the system's marketing behavior*

Accordingly, an

analysis of the survival aspects of the commissary's
marketing behavior is presented in the following chapter*

£

CmPTER IT
SURTITAL ASPECTS OF COMMISSARY MARKETING BEHATIOR
The conceptual scheme presented in Chapter II, along
with the description of the commissary system in Chapter III,
provides the "basic framework for analysis of survival mo
tives throughout this chapter®

Discussion in these previous

two chapters has suggested an internal and ecological
structure of organized marketing behavior systems in
general, and of the ^commissary operation on Okinawa in
particulare Similarly, the concept of survival has pre
viously been developed in terms of this same internal ecological view®

In this context survival motives are dis

cussed primarily in terms of survival challenges within,
and external to, the commissary organization®
Accordingly, attention is first given to individual
and group survival challenges as they pertain to the in
ternal behavior of the commissary organization®

Secondly,

the ecological aspects of survival are discussed to reveal
the predominant external survival challenges of concern to
commissary management ® The key survival implications of
profit and competition have been included as part of the
ecological view of commissary marketing behavior®

Through

out the examination of survival motives an attempt has been
made to formulate reasonable judgments and considerations

e5
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concerning the possible affects of these motives on the
marketing behavior of the commissary organization on
Okinawa,
It should be noted that goals, such as survival,
constitute a critically important aspect of a marketing
program, yet are often difficult to identify impirically
because they must be inferred rather than observed directly.
Alvar 31bing suggests that ??two methods for determining
perceptions and motivations are (1) to have the individual
state what his motivations are and how he sees or perceives
the world, or (2.) to observe overt actions and draw assump
tions from these actions.
The data assembled and evaluated in this chapter
has. been developed with Elbing’s second method in mind.
Recognition, therefore, has been given to a basic problem
in observing behavior; "that of the projection of.the
motivations and perceptions of the observer on to the
observed, and the fact that the observations are recorded
in the vocabulary of the observer rather than that of the.
ob served
In view of the suggested multiplicity of marketing
goals, re-emphasis should be made of the.point that "most
-L39goward, op. cit., p. 29.
■^O&lvar 0. Elbing, op. cit., p„ 16$.
1^'1Ibid.

behavior is multimotivated,„ Within the sphere of motiva
tional determinants, any behavior tends to be determined
by several or all of the basic needs simultaneously rather
than by any one of them",^^

Accordingly, any attempt to

explain commissary marketing behavior based on a single
overriding motive such as survival would appear unrealistic
143
in view of current research.
The evaluation of survival
motives in this chapter is not intended to be interpreted
as a predictive tool; rather, it has been designed to point
out useful considerations for the marketing manager as well
as the marketing theorist,
The final section of this chapter is devoted to an
evaluation of Wroe Aidarson's survival proposition as re
lated to the findings in the preceding sections.

Essen

tially his falsifiable proposition provides the means for
a merging of the various survival considerations discussed
in this chapter.

Hence, final concern is with the survival

of the commissary organization as a nonprofit marketing
behavior system,
■*"^A, H, Maslow, Motivation and Personality
(Hew York; Harper and Bros,, 1954), p„ 102,
143$;ibing, op, pit,, p» 163*

INTERNAL ASEEOTS OF SURVIVAL
Examination of the internal struotnre of the
commissary organization reveals survival motives of two
basic types ,ani degrees« The types refer to individual
and group behavior while the f,!degreestr relate to a differ
entiation between civilian and military personnele
Individual Survival Challenges
Investigation of individual survival motives dis
closes differences and similarities to the extent that
military and civilian personnel were faced with challenges
of survivale The diversity of motives stems primarily from
a variation in the control of adaptive processes and is born
by the process of discipline.

The similarity of survival

motives accrues from the resemblance of secure employment
conditions and is derived from regulated personnel policy.
Military Personnel.— As previously indicated,
formality and discipline are prevalent traits of military
behavior.

The soldier* therefore, was confronted with two

basic survival considerations.

First, he was concerned with

performing his job in a manner which was acceptable to his
supervisor.

Dereliction of duty usually brought about

immediate disciplinary action whereby the soldier could be
relieved of his position in the organization.

Secondly, the

soldier was concerned with his personal deportment.

In other

words, his behavior both on and off the job had to be con
sistent with the required standards of military conduct.

His

failing to adhere to these standards could also bring about
disciplinary action.
In either event9 the soldier’s concern with the
challenge of survival was obviously heightened in view of
the eonseiuences he might suffer if he were to fail as a
member of the commissary organization.

Military personnel

were subject to Military Law, and thus,, did not generally
experience the freedom of being dismissed from the organize
tion to pursue another vocation.

Depending on the circum

stances of his failure, a soldier could receive various
forms of punishment including a reduction in wages and
possible confinement.
It should be understood, that for the most part
military personnel did not become members of the commissary
organisation by choice, but by assignment,

Generally, the

soldier had little or no control over his assignment.

As.

might be expected, in a few eases, individuals were not
satisfied with their positions in the organization.

The

point is that job satisfaction had considerable affect on
individual performance and therefore determined to some
degree an individual’s propensity to survive.

The soldier

who was dissatisfied with his work generally appeared to
accomplish only enough to ’’get by’? or survive.
In most eases however, survival motives among
military personnel seemed to be weak.

In the first place,

the soldier generally demonstrated high levels.of loyalty,
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commitment, and energy in M s service to organizational
objectives.

Even though disciplinary threats were in ex

istence, they seldom had to be imposed to stimulate
acceptable performance and conduct. Accordingly, in this
instance the- weakness of survival motives generally appeared
to have a favorable affect on the performance of marketing
activities®

In more specific terms, the poor soldier was

primarily concerned with survival while the good soldier
was noto

The poor soldier was busy -just to appear busy,

while the actions of the good soldier were productive,
possibly substituting a personal desire of accomplishment
for survival.
Survival motives among military personnel also
appeared to be weakened by the seemingly stable or secure
nature of military employment within the commissary organ
ization.

Initially, it should be noted that as a general

rule the soldier was' not confronted with threats of job
obsolescence or unemployment.

Army-personnel placement pro

cedures normally made provisions for the continuous employ
ment of human resources.

In the event a military position

was discontinued within the commissary organization the
soldier was immediately re-employed or assigned to another
vacant position.

Occasionally he could be re-assigned to

a position within the commissary, but frequently he was
transferred to an external organization.
In addition, the security of military positions was

enhanced by an apparent absence of competition for jobs.
Once assigned, to a position the soldier generally did not
have to.concern himself with the thought of being replaced
by, perhaps, a more aggressive individualc For the most
part, he could maintain his position in the organization by
performing in a manner which conformed to the standards set
forth by his supervisor.

The point here is that even

though:a supervisor would set high or realistic standards
of job performance, there existed little or no competitive
incentive to encourage,an individual’s performance beyond
normal expectations or requirements.

In those cases where

an individual demonstrated an exceptional amount of drive
and productiveness the motivating element could usually
be attributed to his loyalty and personal desires rather
than his concern for any competitive necessity,
Civilian Personnel,^-In contrast to military
personnel, civilian employees became members of the
commissary organization by choice and were not subject
to the same formality and discipline, ,
Control of civilian behavior appeared to be weak
ened by the protective nature of civilian personnel regula
tions,

& supervisor, for example, generally did not have

the authority to dismiss a civilian employee in cases
where he felt such action was necessary.

In fact, before

the supervisor could initiate action necessary for an
employee’s removal,he had to build a thorough, written
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ease against the individual^ over extended periods of time
(normally three months in succession).

Of course, this

situation proved detrimental to effective management con
trol and also provided a working atmosphere which was
conducive to complacent behavior; the individual could be
productive for a period of time and then slack off-— and
so on.

In other words, a supervisor would begin his ease

by offering counsel and warning (in writing) to an employee.
The employee, in turn, would, become increasingly active to
meet the standards of the supervisor.

After a period of

about two to three months from his initial warning, the
employee could slowly begin to regress to his original
pattern of unproductive behavior.

At this point, the

supervisor generally had to begin building a new case
against: the civilian employee in order to compile accept
able evidence to warrant the Individual9s dismissal.
These circumstances take on critical significance
in view of the extent to which civilian personnel were faced
and/or concerned with challenges of survival.

In most eases

civilians did not have to contend with strong disciplinary
threats to their membership in the organization, as did
military personnel.

In addition, it was generally difficult

for management to devote the amount of time that was necessary
for the removal of a civilian employee.

Essentially., the

protective provisions of civilian personnel regulations
permitted the individual to prolong his membership in the
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commissary organization while performing in a less than
desirable manner; hence, consuming valuable management time
in the processs
It should, also be mentioned that civilian employees
were not required to conduct themselves in a strict military
mannero

In other words, while they were expected to recip

rocate normal courtesies and rapport, they were not required
to observe the formal practices of military protocol.
Civilians therefore, were generally less concerned than
soldiers with the necessity; for adherence to required
standards of conduct*

Accordingly, civilian employees were

less concerned with survival challenges which could be im
posed for misconduct«,

'

This is not to imply that civilian behavior should
be made to conform to that of the military, but merely to
point out an additional weakness in survival considerations
of the civilian; which, in turn, reveals the relative weak
ness of management control over civilian activity*

For the

most part, management had a greater latitude of authority
over-the actions of military personnel and could better
direct their efforts toward commissary objectives®
A further investigation of survival challenges
reveals a similarity of motives among military and civilian
employees; that is, a weakness of survival challenges due to
144pihe term protocol refers to the ceremonial forms
and courtesies that are established as proper and correct in
official intercourse between military personnel®

'tile.vsecmre'nature ;of civilian empleymeiit practices and the
apparent ahsenee of competition for elvillam jobs within
the ©rgamizationo

; ^

.•

As a general rules civilian personnel placement
activities assisted individual employees in locating de
sired wofko

In addition, the individual had specified

rights as a eiviliak employee whereby he could normally
maintain or hold a position commensurate with his grade
and job title, In the event an individual!s job was term
inated he was usually offered a choice of several equivalent
vacant positions.

If- there were me vacant positions in

existence he had the right to wbumpw or replace a person
with lesser grade and tenure of service.
It is important to note here that the civilians,
like their military counterparts, were not generally con
fronted with survival challenges due to job obsolesenee or
unemployment. Similarly, due to regulated placement policy,
there existed little or no competition among civilian employ
ees to acfuire desired jobs.

As a result, there existed no

real competitive Incentive which could accelerate individual
productivity.
It should be mentioned that in most eases the
civilian personnel of the commissary organization were
o
extremely productive and conscientious of their work.’
Again, this is attributed to individual loyalties-and
personal desires for accomplishment rather than any challenge
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of surviYal, The faet Is that

they

could have demonstrated

a much lower level of performance and still survived within
the apparently secure confines of regulated personnel
policyo
Group Survival
In general, the various operating sections of the
organization appeared to function well as a team, demon
strating eonsiderahle cooperation and unity <> As su'ehj,
these individual sections represented cohesive groups,
having close personal ties and relationships.

This tem-

aeiomsness was especially evident within the informal
groups as well as between and within the formal groups
of the organization.'

■

It should be understood that while an entire group
did not face a challenge of survival, the collective actions
of group members had substantial Influence over the survival
of an individual participant.

Attention is first given to

the formal work group*s influence over individual survival.
Secondly, consideration is given to the informal group to
reveal the interrelated aspects of survival among the
formal operating sections of the organization.
Formal Group.— The operating sections of the
commissary organization were continually burdened with a
heavy workload.

In most Instances the large volume of

work which had to be accomplished required the full •

eooperatiom aaS participatioa ©f employees,,
Iti. the event an individual could not or failed to
perform those activities which were required of him, he
was at least in the range of heing considered for dismis
sal 6 Qhviously there could exist mitigating circuastamees
which won’t he enumerated in this discussion.

What is

important, is the fact that the other members of the sec
tion in which the individual was working could.either offer
or refuse to share his burden depending on whether or mot .
they desired his membership,

This group influence over an

individual’s survival appeared to have both favorable and
unfavorable affects on the performance of marketing
activity.
The group members, for example, could occasionally
assist management by identifying an unproductive employee.
In addition, by refusing assistance to this individual the
group members frequently helped management to build its
ease against him for possible dismissal.

Furthermore, the

group itself could encourage the individual’s voluntary
departure from the organization by establishing a pattern
of internal relationships which would cause the individual
to no longer desire membership <> The ability of group
members to bring about a voluntary departure from the organ
ization usually had beneficial effects in those eases where
management was unsuccessful in attempting to dismiss an
individual.

Supervisors, however, had to be especially

aware of this type of group behavior to ensure that a produetive employee did not fall victim to unwarranted group
action,
0m the other hand, it should he noted that the
members of a section were in a position whereby they could
occasionally protect an unproductive employee.

In this

instance the group members would generally help the indi
vidual with work he failed to accomplish, and could even
attempt to cover for his mistakes, that is, to the extent
they desired his membership,
The group?s protection of this unproductive employee
obviously proved to be detrimental to the effective utiliza
tion of manpower, and, in most eases, tended to retard the
performance of marketing activities involved, This situa
tion also made management's job more difficult when manage
ment was attempting to dismiss the individual being pro
tected,

The group's protection of this individual generally

created morale problems among employees who were not members
of the formal group or who didn't particularly desire his
membership in the organization.
Informal Group,— In general, the informal groups
within the commissary organization were composed of members
belonging to one or more of the formal groups or operating
sections.

The informal groups were normally formed based

on the personal desires for association among members,
Since the discussion of the survival aspects of formal
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group behavior also applies to the informal groups,
emphasis is placed here ©m the manner in which the
informal group brought about survival considerations
among the operating sections (formal groups)<,
t;
In this case the informal groups were composed
of members belonging to two or more of the formal groups0
Generally the members of the informal group could influence
individual survival in the same manner as mentioned for the
formal group; that is, by offering or refusing to share his
burden they could protect or encourage the dismissal of an
unproductive employee»
fhe important point here is that due to the inter
relationships of members between formal groups, the members
of one section could influence the survival of an individual
in another section*

It should be mentioned, however, that

in most instances this type of Informal group behavior was
protective in nature*

normally these groups would seek to

ensure the survival of an individual member by accomplish
ing work which he failed to finish,

As previously mentioned

this type of behavior appeared to have unfavorable affects
on the performance of activity and frequently caused morale
problems*

In addition this situation required that eo- .

ordimated corrective action be taken by section supervisors*
Finally, it should be noted that group attempts to
determine whether or,mot am individual should survive in
the organization were observed as infrequent rather than

e@EEom ©eemrr©me©s«, la other words B group survival ehallemges to the individual appeared to.he negligible.

The

point here is,.Shat imdividmal survival eould be substan
tially influenced by group behavior.

The collective

aspirations of group members, therefore, eould have a
considerable affect on the performance of organizational
activities.
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that due to
large work assignments, an individual’s inability to accom
plish an assigned task was usually legitimate,

lit this

respect the group’s willingness to share his burden gener
ally led to increased cooperation among members and
possible operating efficiencies through a more balanced
distribution of workload.
ECGLQGIO&L ASPECTS OF SURVIVAL
Essentially, the intent here is to investigate the
predominant external survival challenges which appeared to
affect the commissary’s adjustment to its outlying environ
ment.

In addition, consideration has been given to the

concepts of profit and competition to further examine the
nature of the organization’s survival motives.
External Survival Challenges
External survival challenges appeared principally
in the form of environmental pressures imposed on com
missary members by the parent command, the coordinating

ergazi^atiems, and the commissary8s market0
The survival threats which could he Imposed by the
parent organization resembled the disciplinary challenges
within the internal structure and need net he explained
furthero

For the most part, environmental challenges to

individual survival were directed toward commissary managemeat o normallyg challenges imposed by the coordinating
organizations and the market were indirect in that they
were administered via higher management to the commissary
level0
Coordinating Organizations»--In general„ the
commissary was required to maintain stated relationships
with the various coordinating organizations (See page 59),
In the event the commissary failed to meet its obligations
to these organizations,they, in turn, could impose survival
threats by registering formal complaints to the commissary’s
parent organization,,

Accordingly, the parent organization

could, if necessary, take action to dismiss commissary
personnel»
Survival challenges of this type generally appeared
to have a favorable affect on the performance of marketing
activities; that is, they normally served as a check on the
ability of the commissary to accomplish required functions,
It should be mentioned, however, that this sort of environment
al pressure did not always have beneficial effects» ©eeasionally the formal complaints of external organizations would

oarry B|i©litieai» ©TertaaeSj, revealing personality eenfliets
rather than smbstandard performance*
- M significant point here is that smrvival ©Milenges
.b
©omit often he reciprocal inf mature* Commissary management
-

'■

©omit apply this same, indirect pressmr© t© the external ,
organizations * jFor the most part, the possibility of
retaliation or interchange bf pressures seemed to weaken
overall survival motives =
. The external organizations, for
example, may hesitate to register a complaimt for fear that
the commissary may retaliate.

Accordingly, survival

threats' to the personnel of either organization may have
been substantially weakened, ■
In a slightly different vein, survival motives
also appeared to be weak in those cases' where the commis
sary experienced ©©operative relationships with coordinat
ing organizations, Formally, the members of both organ
izations could act to provide fori their mutual survival.
To a large extent this observation is consistent with
Alderson* a discussion of the marketing channel as a be
havior system, where he proposes a #common stake in survival??
that.is, organizations will assume costs or risks to ensure,
the survival of each other *

’

.

It should be understood•that in most eases in
creased cooperation between organizations was desirable;
howeveri, attempts to ensure mutual survival frequently

•^j&ldersem, op, cit,, p, 44-,
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could promote unproductive behavior0 It is believed that
the situation here closely parallels that of the internal
group’s concern for protective behavior<> The commissary
and an external organization could therefore attempt to
conceal the shortcomings of their interrelated activities?
In generals a weakness of survival challenges from
external organizations usually promoted unproductive be
havior; that isg excluding the possibility of ideal relation
ships?

The survival challenge is considered here to be a

desirable control and incentive device, both of which are
suppressed in the suggested processes of protection and
retaliation.
Commissary Market,— rA further investigation of the
external aspects of survival reveals an additional challenge
which could be imposed by commissary customers.

The in

centive here becomes apparent in review of the fact that
the commissary’s market was captive by nature, having to
rely almost entirely on the commissary to fulfill its sub
sistence demands,

Customers normally expressed dissatis

factions in the form of complaints due to their limited
opportunity to patronize other stores,

Commissary.personnel,

therefore, could be subjected to pressures from a variety
of influeneial customers,

Generally, survival threats by

customers were also indirect in that they were administered
by the commissary’s parent organization,

Accordingly, these

patrons could affect the behavior as well as the membership

©f the Imtermal ©rgamlnat ion„
Sarvlval challenges of this type normally provided
for Imereased eontrol of marketing activities by revealing
shortcomings in the organization^ ability to satisfy
emstomers, In other words» emstomer complaints usually
indicated an imbalance in the performance of marketing
functionso

Frequently patron dissatisfaction could be

traced to such activities as peer customer relations, in
adequate supply, or inferior merchandise*
It should be mentioned, however, that in many
instances consumer pressures on commissary personnel
appeared to bring about operating inefficiencies„ These
inefficiencies could often be attributed to unproductive
behavior resulting from preferential treatment of certain
prominent customers„
Survival Implications of Profit and Competition
Profits and competition are considered to be
traditional motivating forces which affect the survival of
commercial firms in general and their marketing behavior
in particular.

Evaluation of these forces should reveal

further aspects of commissary survival and indicate
possible implications for its marketing behavior.
A s .members of a nonprofit organization, commissary
personnel were not faced with the critical problems and
pressures inherent In the competitive operations of a
private firm.

While conducting marketing operations on
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Okinawa .eemissary employees were mot confronted, with the
necessity of profits, nor were they eomcermed with the
I"
organization8s competitive positiem in the market» 4s
members of a Government organization, employees eomld rest
well assured of the organization’s perpetmal existence.
Accordingly, external survival challenges to the commissary
appeared weak in comparison to those normally faced by the
private firm.

In effect, commissary personnel did not have

to be concerned with competing for profits in order to
survive.
It is believed that the absence of any real com
petitive forces enhanced the possibility of ineffective
and complacent marketing effort, There existed no com
petitive urgency which would motivate commissary personnel
to seek the most timely and effective balance of marketing
activity,

Marvin Bower suggests that ’’even the most

advanced management methods will met be fully effective
unless they are adopted and administered witkhoompstltive
urgency,,»tMs incessant drive ’to get on with it. mow’ is
necessary to succeed in our competitive profit-and-loss
economy*,
In particular, the absence of profits appeared
detrimental to management’s ability to effectively measure
and evaluate the performance of marketing activity, .The
reasoning here is that profits generally provide commercial

•k^Bower, op, cit,, pp, 12-13,

aamagemenfc with objeetive criteria essential to measuring
the iralme ami. effectiveness of performance,

:XBiplieit

in this view is a comparative weakness in commissary manage
ment control which promoted the possibility of an improper
balance of marketing effort..
In the absence of profits and competitive forces
it is important to mote the relative, intensity with which
commissary personnel wereinclined to seek continmous and
'appropriate methods of reducing costs.

Ideally, the reali

zation of increased profits will lead the commercial firm to
the maximization of consumer satisfaction at minimum cost,
for the most part, success in realizing profits will re
flect the firm’s ability to grow or exist, thus, providing .
just incentive for its continuous efforts toward cost re
duction,

The critical Importance of cost reduction to

private firms has been emphasized in the following statement
by W, I, Taylor and K, T, Shaw;

’’Cost reduction has been a

potent competitive device In the battles for survival since
the beginning of business enterprise”,
Initially, it should be mentioned that there were
no provisions for a dotailed or even general cost analysis
whereby.commissary management could measure the effectiveness
1^William T, Jerome I H , ’’Market Knowledge - Source of
Objectives”, in Stewart E, Britt ..and Harper W, Boyd, Jr,
(eds»), Marketing Management and Administrative Action
(Sew York; McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc,, 1963), p, 62,
y 9

faylor and 1, T, Shaw, op.

G it,,

p, 135, ■
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of its marketing program„ Conseq.mentlys the eommissary
manager was forced t© ponder more subjective mearns in
#guesstiraatimgw the relative merits ©f alternative actions
not covered hy regulation,*

Even in ease's, where regulation

#spelled omt$f the appropriate comrse of action, management
was frequently unable to interpret or assess the relative
value of procedures in terms of its particular operating
environmento

This situation is attributed in part to a

highly centralized system of control as well as the absence
of objective measures of performance.
incentives to reduce costs within the commissary
organization generally appeared weak in terms of compara
tive necessity and systematic administration,

in this

respect a primary management tool existed in the form of an
incentive awards program.

This program provided for awards

such as monetary compensation to an employee in the event
that his suggestion for improving operations was adopted by
management. There were, however, no dependable means in
existence for measuring the degree to which personnel were
actively most conscious.

Effirts to seek operational im

provements were in most instances left to the more sub
jective discretion of employees, including management.
Higher authorities would occasionally establish
specific objectives to reduce costs.

Just how these

objectives were determined in terms of stated dollar value
for a particular organization to accomplish was not apparent.

Judging from a limited observation, the eommissary’s parent
organization was assigned a eertain dollar objective by
which to reduce costs in different operating areas, such as
subsistenceo

The basis for assigning subsequent objectives

within the areas of subsistence fthe depot and commissary
organizations) appeared to be a matter of arbitrary selec
tion,

Jk critical point here was the lack of supporting

information which might have given commissary management
some indication of possible imbalance of activities as a
reason for reducing costs.
It would seem reasonable to assume that at some
level of command, am individual or group had a specific
purpose or reason for assigning lower echelons the task of
reducing costs,

Accordingly, am understanding of this

purpose would have facilitated commissary management's
effective administration and eventual implementation of
this stated task,
Mmimi strati on of this particular phase of cost
reduction on Okinawa appeared more in the form of an annual
or semi-annual %drive*, rather than a systematic approach
to solving problems of cost,

fh e program thus paved the

way for possible misgivings and detrimental efforts on the
part of management, On occasion it appeared as though
management's desire to accomplish cost objectives led to
inappropriate reduction of costs and detracted from the
proper performance of some activities.

In addition, the

pregram seemed, t© encourage employees to withhold cost
suggestions in anticipation of these assigned objectives.
Finally, in M s analysis of public and private
markets William Jerome provides a general summary of the
critical implications of profit and competition,

Jerome?s

comments are applicable to the previous discussion in that
they further suggest the absence of competitive forces within
the commissary’s, marketing environment = He states;
The absence of profits is yet another character
istic of markets in the public Sector, This lack
is most detrimental to the effective operation of
systems of management control,,,because no im
partial mechanism exists for putting a price on
the services offered, Absence of a price mechan
ism makes it extremely difficult to measure either
the value of the services provided in the govern
ment sector or the effectiveness with which they
are performed.
The merit of a market economy, assuming the
existence of several buyers and sellers, lies in
the opportunity to judge the value which the
public affixes to a firm’s goods and services.
If these goods and services are well received
and properly priced, the profits earned confirm
the wisdom (or unwisdom) of management’s deci
sions „ , Furthermore, profits aid planning.by
providing some objective criteria for deciding
the merits of either increasing expenditures or
of budget cutting. In government, where managers
lack any very objective measures of accomplish
ment , most financial control is ’expense control’,
exercised through across-the-board cuts. Tinder :•
these circumstances where generally acceptable
objectives or criteria of performance are lack
ing, it is difficult for a system of executive
control to function with maximum effectiveness,
Absence of the profit test is by no means fatal.
It simply means that certain aspects of the job
of managing in government are rendered more

complex,1^

Tiewlag the absence of conventional competition
amd profit has revealed additional insights into the sur
vival aspects of commissary marketing behavior<> The
following section is devoted to an evaluation of Alderson1s
survival proposition as it relates to commissary s u r v iv a l*
Xa addition* the discussion is intended as a summary of the
key aspects of commissary survival as presented in the pre
ceding sections of this chapter,
SURVIVAL PROPOSITION
As previously mentioned* Wroe Alderson has proposed
that due to the collective aspirations of members to pre
serve the system* an organized behavior system operates
as if it had a goal of survival„ He further emphasises, the
importance of showing how survival motives affect the be
havior of the system and whether there are types of systems
in which survival motives are relatively weak*^®
Attention is first given to Alderson*s falsifiable
proposition,,

Secondly3 the value of the survival concept

is discussed in considering its analytical usefulness for
the purpose of this study.
i'alslfiable Proposition
Although investigation has. revealed the existence
of survival motives within the commissary organization*
the organization as a whole did not appear to operate as
if it had a.goal of survival0 This view is based

^^Pgxderson* op, cit,, p» 34S»

principally on the ah sense of free market ©©mclitioms as
well as the apparent weakness of survival as a primary
concern among commissary employees=
In the; ahsenee of eonvemtlonal eompetition the
eommissary was not ©onfrouted with a threat to its ex
istence.

As a Qoverment controlled organization it was

not fraught with the necessity of profits to assure sur
vival and growth.

In particular, it was. not possible that

other **species* might claim the commissary is Hfoothold^ in
the ^scheme of things*.

To expand on Alderson’s ecological

analogy,^^one might consider an organized behavior system* s
concern with survival as a goal as compared to an animal *s
concern when he is. with, or without a home.

A pet, for ex

ample, may demonstrate the security provided by the home.
But the stray is more likely to be concerned with a struggle
for existence.
. By similar measure, the eases of individual survival
challenges were stated more as possibilities than as common
occurrences.

It is critical to note that commissary employ

ees could realize their personal objectives or goals without
concern for the survival of the organization.

In addition,

their positions were comparatively secure. Which again
enumerates the absence of competitive behavior.
Accordingly, an additional or supplemental survival
i « 5 l

'........

.

.
Alder son, Marketing Behavior and 'Executive Action,
o^s^eit., p o 55o
.....................................
. . .
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proposition is suggest©61; % e extent to which an organized.
behavior system may appear to be eonoerned with survival
as a goal is a fmaetiom of the intensity of the system's
competitive imteraetlem. This proposition implies that as
an organized behavior system is confronted with increasing
competition from external systems, it will appear to become
mere smrvival conscious as a reflection of the interactions
of its members.

■

>

Smrvival Concept: Talne for this Study
It is believed that the weight of evidence assembled
in this study at least partially discredits hlderson*s pro
position.

The discrediting feature rests principally with

the absence of competitive behavior.

A first assumption

was that to exaiaine commissary survival motives in terms of
Slderson’s survival concept would be to do so out of context.
Further investigation, however, led to a more useful hypoth
esis in attempting to evaluate the affects of survival mo
tives on commissary marketing behavior.

Accordingly, these

motives were -presumed to be weak.
The investigation of commissary survival motives
possibly has, at most, suggested a need to modify or more
precisely define Alderson’s proposition.

It seems reasonable

to assume for example, that Government organizations will
seldom "be faced with the intense survival challenges that
so frequently threaten the private firm.
In any event, the survival concept appears to have
analytical

value as a tool for investigating the behavior

©f m a rk e tin g systems.

It shcrald be meted9 kew ever, that

s a r r i v a l as a g o a l does mot le a d itself to qmamtitative

appraisal as does a goal saek as profits.

A lt e r s o a suggests

that sthe e x e c u tiv e ©am neither optimize nor satisfies
with respect to s u r v iv a l since it i s mot a quantitative
variableo..If one insisted on assigning rnamerical values,
survival might be given a value of one and failure to
survive a value of zerof,o^^^

nevertheless$ the concept’s

analytical usefulness in this, study was enhanced by the
necessity for a more subjective evaluation; that is, in the
absence of any objective criteria by which to appraise
commissary activity.

For this reason the survival concept

might prove to be substantially useful as a tool for managers
of Government organizations,
Finally, it is believed that the investigation of
commissary survival motives may possibly have provided
useful considerations for marketing managers and theorists.
Even though the eemissary is a nonprofit and essentially
noncompetitive organization. It undoubtedly.shares basic
survival considerations which confront the management of
private firms.
^ilderson, Dynamic Marketing Behavior,
p. 312.
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The hasie sitmation, aeeording to the data assembled
1m this studys reveals a weakness of survival motives with
in the marketing operations of United States Army Commissary
Stores on Okinawa„ In this context survival motives have
"been investigated as internal and ecological survival

•

challenges which confronted the commissary organization
and/or its employees„
Internal survival Motives
Examination of internal survival motives has re
vealed am apparent weakness of challenges to individual
and group membership with the commissary organization.
It was mentioned that individual and group survival chal
lenges were observed more as possibilities than as common
occurrences.

In general, the weakness of survival motives

has been attributed to (1) the infrequent imposition of
survival threats due to good personnel relationships and
performance and, (2) the regulated security of employee
positions,
ffor the most part, individual performance appeared
to be motivated by possible objectives of loyalty and
113
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personal desires for accomplishment rather than by a goal
of survival0 Unproductive individuals were normally con
cerned with survival, while productive employees were'
concerned with improving their activities»
fhe security of jobs within the organization was
enhanced by (1) the limited authority of management to
control and administer discipline, especially in eases
involving civilian personnel, (2) the regulated practice
of guaranteed employment and, f3) the lack of competition
for jobs.

As a result there existed little or no competi

tive incentive by which an individual could be encouraged
to perform beyond normal expectations or requirements.

In

effect, the apparent security of military and civilian jobs
provided a working atmosphere which was conducive to compla
cent or unproductive behavior.

Management, to a large

extent, had to rely on individual loyalties and personal
desires in seeking a high level of performance among commis
sary employees.

A key observation was that the employee

could have, in most eases, demonstrated a much lower level
of performance while still surviving as a member of the
organization.
It has also been pointed out that an employee’s
concern for survival could be influenced by the various
formal and Informal groups,

©roup influence over individual

survival was desirable in those eases where their actions
assisted management in locating and dismissing an unproduc
tive employee.

On the other hand, the group’s protection
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of an unproductive individual generally proved to be detri
mental to the performance of marketing activities involveds
as well as compounding the difficulties inherent in manage
ment 9s limited authority to administer discipline= Protec
tive group action also created morale problems among em
ployees who were not in favor of harboring an unproductive
individual„
finally, it was noted that group attempts to in
fluence individual survival were observed infrequently,
nevertheless, while group survival challenges to individuals
appeared to be negligible, the collective aspirations of
group members could have a considerable affect on the
membership as well as the performance of the organization,
Geological Aspects of Survival
The predominant external survival challenges
appeared in the form of environmental pressures imposed
on commissary members by (1) the commissary1s parent
organization, (2) the coordinating organizations and, (3)
the commissary’s market„ In addition to the diseiplihary
threats which could be imposed by the parent organization,
environmental pressures were normally directed toward
commissary management,
External survival challenges generally appeared
to be favorable in that they normally served as a check
on the commissary’s performance of required functions.
It is believed, however, that pressures from coordinating
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organizations were in most oases offset or weakened by the
reeiproeal (retaliation) and. proteetive (cooperation) natmre
of sarvival challenges0 In this event, a weakness of sur
vival motives generally promoted unproductive behavior by
suppressing controls and incentives of marketing activity.
Pressures imposed by the commissary's market were
relatively strong and normally provided for increased con
trol of marketing activity by revealing or indicating an
imbalance of functions.

Consumer pressures on commissary

personnel, however, frequently resulted in operating
inefficiencies through preferential treatment of certain
prominent customers.
fhe view of profits and competition has revealed
that commissary survival motives were relatively weak as
compared to the competitive operations of a private firm.
As members of a nonprofit marketing organization, commis
sary personnel were not concerned with the necessity of
competing for profits or share of market in order to sur
vive.

fhe absence of competitive forces appeared to enhance

the possibility of ineffective and complacent marketing
effort. The principal detrimental effects which were noted
are summarized as follows;
le

There existed no competitive urgency which
would motivate commissary personnel to seek
the most timely and effective balance of
marketing activity.

2.

Gommissary management could mot regard profits
as am'objective measure of the value and
effectiveness of marketing effort.
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The ahsende of competitive forces appeared
to weaken ln.eemtives to redmee eosts in
terms of necessity and systematic adminis
tration 0
a0 Due to the lack of cost data commissary
management for the most part was mm&hle to
interpret or assess the relative merits
of alternative actions within its par
ticular marketing environment =
ho

Co

In the absence of any dependable means for
, measuring the degree to which personnel
were actively cost conscious, efforts to
seek operational improvements were, to a
large extent, left to the more subjective
discretion of employees, including manage
ment o
.■
The intense ^drives9 to reduce costs by
higher authorities, appeared to encourage
possible misgivings and detrimental efforts
on the part of management; as well as to
encourage employees to withhold cost sugges
tions in their anticipation of these drives0'

Finally, it was suggested that the absence of
competitive forces, such as profits, was by no means fatal
to the commissary organization; that certain aspects of
commissary management’s job were possibly rendered more
complex than those of commercial management *153
Survival Proposition
The commissary, as an organized behavior system,
did not appear to operate as though it had a goal of sur
vival 0 This has been attributed principally to (1) the
absence of free market conditions whereby the system did
not have to.compete to ensure its existence and, (2) the
■*-53g"erome, op. cit,
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apparent weakness of survival as a primary coneera among
eommissary employees.

Individual members could realize

their specific goals without concern for the survival of
the system*
Since the findings of this study appear to at
least partially discredit Aidarson’s falsifiable proposi
tion, am additional or supplimemtal survival proposition
has "been suggested in attempting to modify or more precisely
define Alderson’s statement,

Xt was proposed that the

extent to which am organized behavior system may appear to
he concerned with survival as a goal is a function of the
Intensity of the system’s competitive interaction.
Finally, it is believed that the survival concept
has analytical value as a qualitative tool for investigat
ing the behavior of marketing systems,.. The concept’s
analytical usefulness im this study was amplified by the
necessity for a more subjective appraisal,

Accordingly, the

survival concept may prove to be especially useful as a tool
for managers of Government organizations.

In addition, thepe

are private firms im existence which enjoy a relatively se
cure position in the market;.hence, their concern for sur
vival may be weak,.
From the standpoint of marketing theory this thesis
may possibly represent a move forward in the momentous task
of explaining the human and social aspects of the people
engaged in the marketing function*

Resting on the evMemce assemfeled in this study,
it would appear that those marketing organizations which
are confronted with survival motives similar to the com
missary should consider policies with respect to the
following: •
1®

Personnel employment policies and procedures
should he developed to minimize overly secure
employment conditions* Consideration should
he given to:
a*

Increasing management *s authority to control
and administer discipline,

h*

Placing increased emphasis on the competitive
merits of hiring and promoting rather than
on time and grade in service*

2* Weakened survival challenges from coordinating
organizations can possibly he strengthened by
higher management liason between parent organ
izations and/or disinterested audit of market
ing effort,
3*

Decentralization of the marketing management
function may be considered to the extent that
it will increase retail management*s respons
ibilities and incentives; and facilitate the
organization’s adjustment to the local envirment *

4*

fhe detrimental effects attributed to the
absence of competitive forces may be at least
partially overcome by the establishment of a
systematic and demanding cost program at the
retail level of operations* This program
should be developed to:
a*

Establish the urgency for timely and
effective balance of marketing activity.

Establish, objective measures whereby
retail management comlct interpret and
assess the merits of alternative actions.
Establish a systematio and oontinuous.
effort to reduee costs.
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